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0402. Coolie Sangha Formation Application for Gudibanda 
(1996) 

Project Proposal submitted to Save the Children New Zealand (SCNZ) 

1. APPLICANT ORGANISATION 

1.1. Name & Address 
Agricultural Development & Training Society (ADATS) 
Bagepalli 561 207, 
Kolar district, Karnataka, 
India. 

1.2. Legal Status 
Registration No: 97/78-79 under the Karnataka Societies Registration Act, 1960. 
Union Home Ministry Number: 094570001 under the Foreign Contributions Regulations Act 
(FCRA), 1976. 
A/c No: 3314 with Canara Bank, Bagepalli branch. 

2. PROJECT TITLE 
Gudibanda Extension Programme 
1st 3 Year Phase of Coolie Sangha Formation 

3. PROJECT GOAL 
! To assist Coolie families in building their independent, democratic, decentralised, 

autonomous and pluralistic mass organisation which is sustainable, and has a clear fo-
cus on the Child. 

4. LONG TERM OBJECTIVES 
! Community Organisation: 

• To build up a taluk level mass organisation at Gudibanda so that small and poor peasants 
struggling for their development can continually appraise wider societal changes and 
make the necessary adjustments to survive with dignity and security in a rapidly changing 
political economy. 

• To ensure a pluralistic development so that these 60 Coolie Sangha Units (CSUs) remain 
relevant to the specifics of their situations. 

! Women & Gender 
• To oppose gender discrimination, sexual exploitation and strengthen the position of Coo-

lie Women so that they can contribute as equals to all developments within the Coolie 
Sangha. 

• To assist Coolie Women in their struggle to liberate themselves from the clutches of male 
dominated village values, structures and restrictive practices, and contribute as equals to 
Coolie development. 

! Children 
• To enhance literacy and education levels in the Coolie population by implementing a 

Children�s Programme and ensuring that Coolie children receive a childhood. 
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• To ensure that there is a sex parity with girl children completing high school. 
! Economic 

• To create the physical and socio-political milieu capable of supporting and furthering a 
positive entrepreneurship in the Coolies. 

• To make a tangible impact in the income levels of 2,000 Member Coolie families in 60 
villages by effecting an increase in agricultural wages, equal wages for women and men, 
increasing the productivity of Coolie cultivation, and helping them undertake viable third 
activities in addition to dry land cropping and wage labour. 

5. SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES 
! Community Organisation: 

• To extend Coolie Sangha building activities to 60 villages of Gudibanda taluk, using the 
implementation technology developed by ADATS in Bagepalli, in order to create the so-
cial preconditions of enhanced literacy, awareness, unity, organisation, democratic func-
tioning, management skills and discipline for Coolie development. 

• To build a human infrastructure of committed and efficient village functionaries in these 
60 villages. 
To set up 60 CSU Meetings and Mahila Meetings in as many villages and 12 Cluster 
Meets in order to introduce the culture of self discipline and united action in the Coolies. 

• To withdraw ADATS paid Community Workers by the end of this 3 year phase so that 
the Coolies can themselves undertake larger development projects in the 2nd 3 year Coolie 
Sangha Formalisation phase. 

! Women & Gender 
• To use the instrument of positive discrimination in favour of Coolie women in order to 

address the strategic gender needs of women in the areas of collecting firewood, water, 
domestic work, child rearing, unequal wages, lack of property rights, lack of schooling, 
early (child) marriage and desertion. 

• To set up a special forum for Coolie women �the Mahila Meetings� in each village CSU 
so that they can separately discuss their problems and find solutions. 

• To initiate Community Health and petty credit activities (Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu) in 60 
villages so that Coolie Women can use these as focal points to rally around and organise 
themselves. 

• To give Coolie women veto rights over financial decisions taken by men in the �mixed� 
fora of the Coolie Sangha. 

! Children 
• To implement a Children�s Programme and ensure that at least 1 child per family attends 

school. 
• To set up 60 Balakendras in as many villages and initiate supplementary education activi-

ties so that 2,000 Coolie Children have an opportunity to learn and play. 
• To organise Teacher training, develop a Core Curriculum and implement it through 45 

Balakendras. 
• To build the physical infrastructure of Balakendra buildings in 60 villages. 

! Economic 
• To support Coolie struggles for higher wages, equal wages for women and men, and land 

issues. 
• To support Coolie Struggle to get civic and economic benefits from the Government and 

other development agencies, including Banks, Panchayat Raj Institutions, etc. 
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• To set up 24 decentralised Coolie Credit Funds (CCFs) which the Coolies can themselves 
handle to meet their larger credit needs. 

6. SITUATION IN WHICH THE PROJECT EXISTS 

6.1. Location & Demography 
Gudibanda taluk is a semi arid drought prone region situated 80 kms north of Bangalore. The 
taluk has 36,160 persons living in 81 villages and hamlets. Though located in Kolar district of 
Karnataka state, the taluk skirts the southern border of the Rayalaseema desert belt and shares 
the same language, culture and social structure, as also the stark poverty that afflicts southern 
Andhra Pradesh. The dust brown rocky terrain is severely undulating, with small hill ranges 
and outcrops that stud the topography. There is a very thin and fragile soil cover. According 
to the 1991 census: 

! The taluk covers a total area of 22,650 hectares (100%). 12,245 hectares (54%) are cul-
tivated. 3,257 hectares (14%) are cultivable waste lands in the hands of small and poor 
peasants, and 5,177 hectares (23%) is not fit for cultivation. 1,971 hectares (9%) are 
forest land, some of them with a fairly dense bush cover. 

! The cultivated land totals to 12,245 hectares (100%). 9,800 hectares (80%) are rain-fed, 
depending on an erratic and spatial rainfall which leads to a regular cycle of drought 
and famine. 2,445 hectares (20%) are irrigated, mainly by a network of 55 tanks. 

! The taluk has a population of 36,160 persons (100%) living in 7,458 households. 
! 9,260 persons (26%) belong to the Scheduled Castes and 5,140 (14%) to the Scheduled 

Tribes. Together they account for nearly 40% of the population. 
! 17,982 (50%) are workers and 18,178 (50%) are non workers: 

� 10,838 persons (60% of the workers) are engaged in cultivation, 
� 5,574 persons (31%) as agricultural labourers, and 
� the remaining 1,570 (9%) in livestock, forestry, manufacturing, quarrying, construc-
tion, trade, commerce, transport and others. 

! There are 6,004 children under the age of 7 years and they account for 17% of the popu-
lation. 

! The sex ratio shows that there are 965 women for every 1,000 men in the taluk. 
! 12,272 persons (34%) are literate. A gender break-up shows, however, that while 67% 

of them are male, only 33% of the literate population are women. 
The taluk is divided into 2 Hoblis (Kasaba and Somenahalli) and local Government is pro-
vided through 7 Gram Panchayats. There are 2 Zilla Panchayat members and 11 Taluk 
Panchayat members. Politically Gudibanda shares an MLA along with neighbouring 
Bagepalli taluk. Government administration is conducted through the Tahsildar�s Office, a 
Nadakatcheri and 11 Village Accountants� Offices. The taluk has 50 Primary Schools, 21 
Middle Schools and 6 High Schools �at Gudibanda, Beechaganahalli, Varlakonda, Ham-
pasandra, Somenahalli and Yellodu villages. Limited seats are available for poor students in 4 
Hostels � Ambedkar, SC/ST, BCM and Girls. There are 2 Colleges � one at Gudibanda and 
the other at Somenahalli. There are 57 Anganwadi Centres (under-5 crèches) in the taluk. 
There are no hospitals in the taluk. There is 1 Primary Health Centre (PHCs have full time 
doctors and nurses and are small mini hospitals) at Gudibanda, 1 Primary Health Unit (PHUs 
are staffed by part time doctors) at Beechaganahalli and 1 Government Aided Dispensary at 
Somenahalli. 5 ANM Centres in the villages are staffed by 11 Auxiliary Nurse Midwives and 
5 Male Workers. 
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There are 3 Veterinary Dispensaries at Gudibanda taluk, in Yellodu and Somenahalli villages. 
There is a Main Post Office at Gudibanda, with 9 branches in the villages. There are 40 Tem-
ples in the taluk, 14 big and 26 small. The taluk has 22 Fair Price Depots of the public distri-
bution system, 40 Milk Collection Centres, and 7 Farmers Co-operative Societies. There is 
one nationalised bank (State Bank of Mysore) at the taluk headquarters and another (Canara 
Bank) at Beechaganahalli. Besides, there are 3 Grameena Banks (specially created Govern-
ment institutions to cater to the rural population) at Ammasandra, Yellodu and Varlakonda 
villages. 

6.2. ADATS & the Coolie Sangha 
ADATS has been working with 14,251 Coolie families in 527 villages of north Kolar district 
for the past 19 years. Coolies are landed and landless agricultural labourers, small and poor 
peasants, who own an average of 3.5 acres of land. 60% of the Membership belong to the 
Scheduled Castes and Tribes (the lowest in the religious and socio-economic status in the 
country), 21% to Middle Castes (washer folk, barbers, blacksmiths, shepherds, etc.), and 19% 
to Forward Castes (farmers, traders and priests). Coolie Sangha Members share a common 
material poverty, lack of position and status in village society, and apathetic hopelessness. 
21% of them are women headed households where socio-economic conditions are even 
worse. 
Most importantly, they do not employ wage labour on their fields. This last has, over the 
years, come to be the criterion for Membership in the Coolie Sangha. Consequently an ap-
proximate definition of our �target group� is �those who do not employ wage labour�. Strong 
village level CSUs were built using an intervention strategy comprising of nonmaterial and 
material inputs. These included an adult literacy effort, support to issues and struggles, the 
building of a decentralised village level credit system (CCF), and the implementation of vari-
ous economic programmes, including a Dry Land Development Project (DLDP). Special at-
tention was given to the problems of Coolie women and a separate fora called the Mahila 
Meetings was built up in each and every village. A separate petty credit fund � the Vokkaku 
Sanchi Duddu � was set up for women. Coolie women were provided moneys to run their 
own referral health and children�s education activities. The CSUs have helped enhance the 
socio-political and economic position of the small and poor peasant families in the taluk. The 
poor have a physical security and say in village matters. Wages have increased. Coolie lands 
which were once left barren are now cultivated. Income and asset levels have appreciably in-
creased. 
ADATS has developed a 9 year intervention strategy which has three distinct 3 year phases 
of Formation, Formalisation and Consolidation. Material, non-material and staff inputs are 
introduced and withdrawn in a phased manner in order to build a sustainable People�s Or-
ganisation for landed and landless agricultural labourers. This intervention strategy is 
couched in the 2 Organisations policy which keeps the NGDO (ourselves) and the People�s 
Organisation (Coolie Sangha) as distinctly separate entities, each with specific roles to per-
form. Donor NGDOs are our partners in development and together, as development workers, 
we address problems of dis-empowerment and under-development. 
Please see Annexure # 1 where we have presented a contemporary picture of the independent 
Coolie Sangha as it stands in mid 1996, in Bagepalli taluk. This proposal is to build similar 
grass-roots People�s Organisations in 75 villages of Gudibanda taluk. Besides addressing the 
socio-economic and political needs of 2,000 families in the taluk, the effort will add to the 
overall strength of Coolies in north Kolar district. 
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7. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

7.1. 3 MONTH PRE-PROJECT PHASE (JANUARY 1997 TO MARCH 1997) 
! STAFF & LOGISTICS 

! Appoint advance scouting team comprising of Field Assistant (overall coordina-
tion), Desk Assistant (accounts and administration), 2 Area Field Workers (Coolie 
Sangha building operations) and 2 Case Workers (children�s education). 

! Rent a building at Gudibanda town to set up an office and common mess for the 
Staff to live and work from. 

! COMMUNITY WORKERS & DELINEATE VILLAGES/CLUSTERS 
! Appoint 12 Coolie youth with some experience in Coolie Sangha building to work 

as Community Workers. 
! Field Assistant, Area Field Workers and Community Workers to together visit the 

entire taluk and select 60 villages where the Coolies want to build the Coolie 
Sangha. 

! Delineate 12 Clusters and choose central villages where the Community Workers 
can live in and work out of. 

! SETTLE COMMUNITY WORKERS 
! Help settle the Community Workers and their families in the central villages. 
! Community Workers to identify schooled Coolie youth from each of the 5-6 vil-

lages of their Cluster to work as Volunteers and assist them. 
! Community Workers to explain the overall goals of the proposed 9 year interven-

tion to build the Coolie Sangha to poor people in 60 villages; explain the various 
instruments that we will be using, including the sponsorship mechanism. 

! Field Assistant and Area Field Workers to visit the central villages on an every 
day basis in order to solve settling down problems and help the Community 
Workers develop a rapport with Coolies in the villages. 

! Overcome initial problems that are bound to surface when vested interests oppose 
the entry of ADATS into a new taluk. 

! Conduct weekly meetings with the Community Workers to discuss problems, ana-
lyse the previous week�s happenings, and fix tasks to be carried out the next week. 

! SOCIO�POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
! Community Workers and Volunteers to together obtain demographic details on 60 

villages and approximate socio-economic data on about 2,000 families who wish 
to participate in building the Coolie Sangha in the taluk. 

! Desk Assistant to enter this data into the computer at Bagepalli. 
! PREPARE THE PROJECT PROPOSAL 

! Collect relevant census data, oral history of the taluk�s socio-economic struggles, 
etc. and prepare a draft Project Proposal by the end of January 1997. 

! Finalise the Plans & Budget with SCNZ in February 1997. 
! Obtain a formal approval from SCNZ, by March 1997. 

! SPONSORSHIP 
! Appoint 1 Desk Worker (Sponsorship) who will specialise in sponsor relations 

(linkages). 
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! Case Workers to collect authentic family data and feed the information into the 
computer. 

! Case Workers to take Child/Family Photographs. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to generate 646 Case History Forms; first 350 to be 

submitted to SCNZ by the end of March 1998. 

7.2. 1st QUARTER (APRIL 1997 TO JUNE 1997) 
! STAFF ORIENTATION 

! Staff to undergo a 1 month residential training/orientation and acquire Coolie 
Sangha building skills; they will familiarise themselves with the conceptual direc-
tion, activity details, time schedule and sanctioned budget contained in this Project 
Proposal. 

! VILLAGE LEVEL WORKERS 
! 24 Volunteers (schooled Coolie youth from small and poor peasant families) who 

helped the Community Workers settle in to be appointed as VLWs. 
! VLWs to initiate cultural activities, including adult literacy, children�s classes, 

songs programmes, and every evening gatherings of Coolies who want to partici-
pate. 

! VLWs to support the Coolies with liaison assistance at Government offices and 
other development agencies. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (holiday season) 
! Prepare a list of 1,100 children who who will attend Government school. 
! Procure material and ensure that the VLWs start an every evening activity of 

learning and playing for all these children. 
! SPONSORSHIP 

! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to generate another 296 Case Histories to SCNZ and 
take the total to 646 Sponsorships. 

! STAFF MEETINGS 
! Weekly meetings of Community Workers to continue. 
! Newly appointed VLWs to join the Community Workers every other week � i.e. 

once a fortnight. 
! All the Staff to examine the budget realisation in the Quarterly Finance State-

ments and take corrective steps, if any. 
! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 

! Buy 1 Jeep and 6 Motorcycles1 and appoint a Driver. 
! Buy 24 Bicycles, one for each Village Level Worker. 
! Procure basic office furniture and equipment like PCs, Fax machine, Photocopier, 

etc. 
! Purchase 2 acres of land in Gudibanda town in order to build the ADATS Campus 

at some future date. 

7.3. 2ND QUARTER (JULY 1997 TO SEPTEMBER 1997) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 
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! Encourage the Coolies to meet on a fixed day every week in their respective vil-
lages, and let these informal gatherings gradually replace the every day get-
togethers in 24 villages. 

! Support Coolie issues and struggles which will, in all probability, be settling down 
problems with Ryots and village touts challenging the Coolies� right to organise 
themselves. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Select 2 educated women to work as Mahila Trainers. 
! Organise a 3 weeks exposure at various ADATS programme areas. 
! Conduct a 1 week residential training before placing them at Gudibanda. 
! Each Mahila Trainer to twin herself with an Area Field Worker and become fa-

miliar with the villages and the taluk. 
! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (new school year) 

! Case Workers to supply basic scholarship benefits like books, fees, uniforms, etc. 
to 1,100 children at the beginning of the new school year. 

! Appoint an Educationalist. 
! Case Workers, in consultation with the Educationalist, to select 20 Balakendra 

Teachers. 
! Educationalist to conduct an intensive 1 month residential training for the 20 

Balakendra Teachers at the Bagepalli Training Centre. 
! Rent suitable rooms in 20 villages to establish Balakendras (Children�s Centres); 

electrify these rooms and equip them with blackboards, charts, etc. 
! Operate a central health budget in order to organise school check-ups of children, 

follow up, render emergency medical aid, etc. 
! STAFF MEETINGS 

! Weekly meetings of Community Workers to continue. 
! For the next 3 Quarters, VLWs to attend every fortnight; Field Assistant to use a 

systematic syllabus whereby these meetings become a participative forum to im-
bibe conceptual and practical skills in conducting surveys, problem solving, coun-
selling, settling disputes, conducting meetings, maintaining records, writing appli-
cations and filling formats, guiding issues and struggles, representing before Gov-
ernment officials, etc. 

! All the Staff to examine the budget realisation in the Quarterly Finance State-
ments and take corrective steps, if any. 

7.4. 3RD QUARTER (OCTOBER 1997 TO DECEMBER 1997) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Continue holding informal weekly gatherings of Coolies in each of the 24 villages 
and discuss issues that interest them. 

! VLWs and Community Workers to assist the Coolies in dealing with the Gov-
ernment and other development agencies. 

! Support issues and struggles with analytical clarity, Legal Aid and Aid Distress; 
these may still pertain to Ryot resistance to the formation of the Coolie Sangha. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
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! Mahila Trainers to encourage 1 woman from each household to meet separately 
on a fixed day every week, in each of the 24 villages � thereby commence the 
weekly Mahila Meetings. 

! Mahila Trainers to help select 24 motivated women, 1 from each village, as Vil-
lage Health Workers (VHWs). 

! Short Orientation Courses to be organised for the VHWs on First Aid, referral 
procedures, preventive medicine and community health. 

! Organise exposure for pairs of VHWs at the maternity and paediatric wards of 
CSI Hospital, Chickballapur. 

! VHWs to meet separately once a month to replenish their supply of First Aid 
drugs and discuss health related matters and Coolie Women�s issues. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION 
! Fix a permanent schedule of Refresher Courses for the 20 Balakendra Teachers, 

once a month, at the Bagepalli Training Centre; technical progress in teaching 
standards to be monitored by the Educationalist in this forum. 

! Educationalist to develop a Core Curriculum, including syllabus, teaching style 
and workbooks. 

! Field test the material during this Quarter. 
! Start 20 Balakendras for school going children to receive supplementary educa-

tion from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. every evening. 
! Balakendra Teachers to field test the Core Curriculum material and methodology. 

! SPONSORSHIP 
! Projects Assistant (Fund Raising), in consultation with SCNZ, to prepare the 

Newsletter. 
! STAFF MEETINGS 

! Weekly meetings of the Community Workers to continue. 
! VLWs to attend every alternate week and upgrade their liaison skills. 
! Staff to together prepare the 6 monthly Progress Report; Project Director to write 

it. 
! All the Staff to examine the budget realisation in the Quarterly Finance State-

ments and take corrective steps, if any. 

7.5. 4TH QUARTER (JANUARY 1998 TO MARCH 1998) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Encourage each group of Coolies, in their own villages, to finalise CSU Member-
ship lists on the basis of regularity, participation, sincerity, etc.; this should be a 
village level decision with little or no ADATS influence. 

! Area Field Workers and Community Workers to conduct elections for 3 Repre-
sentatives from each CSU, 1 of them compulsorily a woman. 

! Support issues and struggles; these may be petty ones pertaining to basic civic 
services, etc. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Mahila Trainers to organise Cluster level meetings/training to explain the need for 

Coolie Women to have a separate petty credit fund to solve pressing day to day 
problems and also to tackle the problem of sexual exploitation. 
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! 24 Mahila Meeting to be given a grant of Rs 1,000 each to run their own petty 
credit fund without any male interference � the Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu � at the 
end of their training. 

! VHWs to separately meet once a month to replenish their supply of first aid drugs 
and gradually upgrade their health knowledge. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (annual exams) 
! Case Workers to visit all the Balakendras and ensure that special tuition is given 

and revisions conducted to prepare the children for their annual exams. 
! Monthly refresher courses for the Balakendra Teachers to be discontinued during 

this Quarter. 
! Educationalist will instead revise the Core Curriculum at the end of the 3 month 

field test, and arrange for printing the material. 
! SPONSORSHIP 

! Case Workers to collect authentic family data from the additional 16 villages and 
feed the information into the computer. 

! Case Workers to take Child/Family Photographs. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to send another 386 Case Histories to SCNZ and take 

the total up to 1,032 Sponsorships. 
! STAFF MEETINGS 

! Weekly meetings of Community Workers to continue. 
! VLWs to attend their skill training sessions every fortnight. 
! All the Staff to examine the budget realisation in the Quarterly Finance State-

ments and take corrective steps, if any. 

7.6. 5TH QUARTER (APRIL 1998 TO JUNE 1998) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Each Community Worker to take on 1 or 2 more peripheral villages in his Cluster 
and increase the total number of villages to 40. 

! Select 16 more VLWs, train them and initiate children�s education classes as an 
entry point activity. 

! In the 1 year old villages, start 24 formal CSU Meetings on fixed days every 
week, with regular attendance (based on the Membership lists), proper quorum 
and minutes recorded in the CSU Minutes Book. 

! Community Workers to introduce the practice of holding Cluster Meets on fixed 
days every week. 

! Support to issues and struggles; VLWs and Community Workers to assist the 
Coolies in dealing with the Government and other development agencies during 
the summer months when agricultural labour is scarce. 

! Each of the 24 CSUs to select their respective Cheque Signatories from among 
their elected Representatives; Desk Assistant to open 24 CSU Bank Accounts; in-
troduce the practice of Member Coolies contributing 10% of their earnings, from 
whatever source, into their respective Sangha Funds through Hundis in each CSU. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Mahila Trainers to help the 16 new CSUs to select their VHWs. 
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! Organise for the training and exposure of 16 new VHWs and supply them with 
maternity kits, monthly first aid drugs, etc. 

! Continue holding weekly Mahila Meetings. 
! Each Cluster to select a woman CSU Representative to be their Cluster Cheque 

Signatory; Desk Assistant to open 12 Cluster Bank Accounts. 
! Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu usage to continue. 
! 40 VHWs to continue meeting separately once a month to share experiences in 

their Mahila Meetings; encourage the focus to shift from basic health to gender, 
reflecting on the usage of their decentralised health grants and the Vokkaku Sanchi 
Duddu. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (holiday season) 
! Case Workers to select 500 more school going children from the 16 new villages, 

taking the total number to 1,600. 
! Case Workers to organise holiday activities like tours, picnics, science camps, etc. 

for 1,600 children and Balakendra Teachers. 
! Initiate other Balakendra activities like indoor and outdoor games, drawing, paint-

ing, singing, inter�village competitions, etc. 
! Select 15 more Balakendra Teachers and organise 1 month orientation training for 

them at the Bagepalli Training Centre. 
! Monthly refresher courses for the 20 older Balakendra Teachers to re�start; train-

ing on using the Core Curriculum material. 
! Balakendra Teachers to start using the newly printed Core Curriculum work-

books. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to enter promotion details into the computer. 

! SPONSORSHIP 
! Projects Assistant (Fund Raising), in consultation with SCNZ, to prepare the 

Newsletter. 
! STAFF MEETINGS 

! Staff to together prepare the 6 monthly Progress Report; Project Director to write 
it. 

! Frequency of Community Workers� meetings to be reduced to once a fortnight. 
! For the next 4 Quarters, VLWs to attend special training sessions, once a month; 

Field Assistant to enhance the conceptual skills of the VLWs by initiating partici-
pative discussions on grassroots democracy, social structure, ethnic harmony, etc. 

! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 
! Buy 16 Bicycles, one for each Village Level Worker. 
! 30 CSUs to identify 2 kuntas (66� x 33�) of land in their villages, negotiate prices 

and arrange to buy these plots in the name of the Coolie Sangha. 
! Begin constructing the 1st batch of 30 Balakendra buildings in as many villages. 

7.7. 6TH QUARTER (JULY 1998 TO SEPTEMBER 1998) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Continue holding weekly CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
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! Support issues and struggles; we expect that the Coolies would, by this time, trust 
their own organisation and strength sufficiently to address serious land and wage 
issues, including the question of bonded labour. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Weekly Mahila Meetings to continue. 
! Coolie Women to continue using their decentralised health budgets and Vokkaku 

Sanchi Duddu. 
! ADATS Gender Specialists to convert the monthly meetings of the VHWs into a 

participative gender training exercise. 
! SPONSORSHIP 

! Case Workers to update Family/Child information. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to prepare Annual Reports for the Sponsors. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (new school year) 
! Case Workers to ensure that scholarship material like books and uniforms reach 

1,600 children on time. 
! Balakendra activities to continue. 
! Organise school check-ups of children and follow up. 
! Monthly Refresher Courses for Balakendra Teachers to continue. 

! STAFF MEETINGS 
! Community Workers to continue meeting once a fortnight. 
! VLWs to attend conceptual skill enhancement sessions conducted by the Field 

Assistant once a month. 
! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 

! Case Workers to supervise the construction of Balakendra buildings. 

7.8. 7TH QUARTER (OCTOBER 1998 TO DECEMBER 1998) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Continue holding weekly CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
! Support wage and land issues and struggles undertaken by the Coolies to ad-

dressthese. 
! MAHILA MEETINGS 

! Weekly Mahila Meetings to continue. 
! Coolie Women to continue using their decentralised health budgets and Vokkaku 

Sanchi Duddu. 
! The 2nd batch of 16 Mahila Meetings to be given their first Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu 

grants of Rs 1,000 each. 
! The 1st batch of 24 Mahila Meetings to each be given an additional Vokkaku San-

chi Duddu grant of Rs 1,000. 
! VHWs to continue meeting separately once a month and receive gender training. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION 
! Case Workers to check and support the Balakendra functioning. 
! Monthly Refresher Courses for Balakendra Teachers to continue. 
! SPONSORSHIP 
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! Projects Assistant (Fund Raising), in consultation with SCNZ, to prepare the 
Newsletter. 

! STAFF MEETINGS 
! Staff to together prepare the 6 monthly Progress Report; Project Director to write 

it. 
! Community Workers to continue meeting once a fortnight. 
! VLWs to attend conceptual sessions conducted by the Field Assistant once a 

month. 
! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 

! Case Workers to supervise the construction of Balakendra buildings. 

7.9. 8TH QUARTER (JANUARY 1999 TO MARCH 1999) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Continue holding weekly CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
! Support issues and struggles with Legal Aid and Aid Distress. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Mahila Meetings to continue. 
! Mahila Trainers to organise gender sensitisation 2 days training sessions at each 

Cluster and encourage all interested Coolie Women to attend. 
! Mahila Trainers to review the 1 year experiences of the Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu at 

each Cluster, replenish genuine losses (amounts used by Coolie Women to meet 
transaction costs) and increase each Mahila Meeting�s petty credit capital with an 
additional grant of Rs 1,000 per village group. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (annual exams) 
! Extra curricular activities at the Balakendras to be suspended during this Quarter. 
! Monthly Refresher Courses for Balakendra Teachers to be discontinued during 

this Quarter; Educationalist will instead visit all the Balakendras and ensure that 
tuition and revisions are conducted to prepare for annual exams. 

! STAFF MEETINGS 
! Community Workers to continue meeting once a fortnight. 
! Field Assistant to conclude the training of VLWs in this Quarter. 

! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 
! Complete the 1st batch of 30 Balakendra buildings in as many villages; furnish 

them with tables and chairs, etc.; shift the every evening activity for children from 
rented houses to the Coolie Sangha�s own buildings in these 30 villages. 

7.10. 9TH QUARTER (APRIL 1999 TO JUNE 1999) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Each Community Worker to take on 1 or 2 more peripheral villages in his Cluster 
and increase the total number of villages to 60. 

! Select 20 more VLWs, train them and initiate children�s education classes as an 
entry point activity. 

! In the 1 year old villages, start 16 more formal CSU Meetings on fixed days every 
week, with regular attendance (based on the Membership lists), proper quorum 
and minutes recorded in the CSU Minutes Book. 
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! 16 more CSUs to select their respective Cheque Signatories from among their 
elected Representatives; Desk Assistant to open 16 CSU Bank Accounts; 

! Continue holding weekly CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
! Support issues and struggles; summer time problems like lack of work, low 

wages, etc. to be tackled by the Community Workers and VLWs. 
! MAHILA MEETINGS 

! Mahila Trainers to help the 20 new CSUs to select their VHWs. 
! Organise for the training and exposure of 20 new VHWs and supply them with 

maternity kits, monthly first aid drugs, etc. 
! Each Cluster to be given a decentralised health grant calculated at Rs 250 per 

Member Family per annum; Mahila Meetings will, at their discretion, use this 
amount to render referral assistance to patients who need to fill in prescriptions 
and be treated at major hospitals. 

! ADATS will, however, continue to operate a direct health budget; we will directly 
pay the stipends of VHWs, bear their training costs, buy basic first aid drugs for 
monthly distribution to VHWs, directly undertake school check-ups of children, 
operate an ambulance service, and respond to emergencies. 

! Continue holding weekly Mahila Meetings. 
! Gender sensitisation training sessions at the Cluster level to continue; VHWs to 

continue meeting separately once a month and plan the involvement of men into 
the gender sensitisation agenda. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (holiday season) 
! Case Workers to select 400 more school going children from the 20 new villages 

to reach 2,000 children. 
! Case Workers to organise tours, picnics, science camps and fun activities during 

the holidays. 
! Select 10 more Balakendra Teachers and organise 1 month orientation training for 

them at the Bagepalli Training Centre. 
! Monthly refresher courses for the 35 older Balakendra Teachers to re�start. 
! Balakendra Teachers to collect Marks Cards from the Government School Teach-

ers. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to enter promotion details into the computer. 

! SPONSORSHIP 
! Case Workers to collect authentic family data from the additional 20 villages and 

feed the information into the computer. 
! Case Workers to take Child/Family Photographs. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to begin generating 299 new Case History Forms, 

taking the total sponsorship to 1,31. 
! Projects Assistant (Fund Raising), in consultation with SCNZ, to prepare the 

Newsletter. 
! COOLIE CREDIT FUNDS 

! Appoint 1 Extension Worker. 
! Extension Worker to organise 2 days training sessions at each Cluster so that the 

elected CSU Representatives, VLWs and VHWs get familiar with the systems and 
procedure for operating their CCFs. 
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! Desk Assistant to open 24 CCF Bank Accounts in the names of the 2 year old 
CSUs. 

! ADATS to give out starter grants of Rs 500 per family to 600 Member Families 
so that they can initiate the village level decentralised alternative credit system. 

! STAFF MEETINGS 
! Prepare the annual Finance and Progress Report. 
! Staff to together prepare the 6 monthly Progress Report; Project Director to coor-

dinate. 
! Projects Assistant to prepare Newsletter for Sponsors. 
! Frequency of Community Workers� Meetings to be further reduced to once a 

month. 
! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 

! Buy 1 Motorcycle for the CCF Extension Worker. 
! Buy 20 Bicycles, one for each Village Level Worker. 
! 30 more CSUs to identify 2 kuntas (66� x 33�) of land in their villages, negotiate 

prices and arrange to buy these plots in the name of the Coolie Sangha. 
! Begin constructing the 2nd batch of 30 Balakendra buildings in as many villages. 

7.11. 10TH QUARTER ((JULY 1999 TO SEPTEMBER 1999) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Continue with the weekly CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
! Coolies to reflect on the independent role of VLWs and VHWs as village Staff 

reporting to their respective CSUs and Cluster Meets, once the Community 
Workers are withdrawn. 

! A new equilibrium should have settled in the villages with Ryots accepting the 
new found strength of Coolies; ADATS will, however, continue to support issues 
and struggles. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Mahila Meetings to continue. 
! VHWs to continue meeting separately once a month and receive gender training. 
! ADATS Gender Specialist to attend and start a participatory training/reflection 

process for men. 
! The 3rd batch of 20 Mahila Meetings to be given their first Vokkaku Sanchi 

Duddu grants of Rs 1,000 each. 
! The 2nd batch of 16 Mahila Meetings to each be given an additional Vokkaku San-

chi Duddu grant of Rs 1,000. 
! VHWs to continue meeting separately once a month. 

! SPONSORSHIP 
! Case Workers to update Family/Child information. 
! Desk Worker (Sponsorship) to prepare Annual Reports for the Sponsors. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (new school year) 
! Case Workers to ensure that scholarship material reach 2,000 children on time. 
! Organise school check-ups of children and follow up. 
! Re�start Core Curriculum and extra curricular activities at the Balakendras. 
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! Monthly Refresher Courses for Balakendra Teachers to continue. 
! COOLIE CREDIT FUNDS 

! The actual giving out of CCF loans by each CSU to commence. 
! Extension Worker to attend CSU Meetings and help the Member Coolies take 

proper decisions. 
! Mahila Trainers to attend Mahila Meetings and assist Coolie Women in exercising 

their veto powers over decisions taken in the mixed CSU Meetings. 
! Area Field Workers to assist the Cluster Meets to responsibly assess and approve 

village level decisions. 
! STAFF MEETINGS 

! Community Workers to meet once a month to discuss preparations being made for 
their withdrawal. 

! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 
! Case Workers to supervise the construction of the Balakendra buildings. 

7.12. 11TH QUARTER (OCTOBER 1999 TO DECEMBER 1999) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 

! Continue with the weekly CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
! Continue with discussions on the post-Community Worker situation. 

! MAHILA MEETINGS 
! Mahila Meetings to continue. 
! VHWs to continue meeting separately once a month. 
! Gender concerns to have become an integral part of the Coolie Sangha�s agenda. 

! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION 
! Balakendra activities of Core Curriculum and extra curricular activities to con-

tinue. 
! Monthly Refresher Courses for Balakendra Teachers to continue. 

! SPONSORSHIP 
! Projects Assistant (Fund Raising), in consultation with SCNZ, to prepare the 

Newsletter. 
! COOLIE CREDIT FUNDS 

! CSU Meetings to continue monitoring the usage of CCF loans. 
! Member Coolies to borrow slightly larger amounts and undertake petty enter-

prises. 
! STAFF MEETINGS 

! Staff to together prepare the 6 monthly Progress Report; Project Director to coor-
dinate. 

! Community Workers to continue meeting once a month. 
! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 

! Case Workers to supervise the construction of Balakendra buildings. 

7.13. 12TH QUARTER (JANUARY 2000 TO MARCH 2000) 
! COOLIE SANGHA BUILDING 
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! Continue holding the weekly CSU Meetings, Mahila Meetings and Cluster Meets. 
! All the fora of the Coolie Sangha to critically review the past 3 year�s experiences 

and share their feelings in an unsparing manner with ADATS Staff. 
! SPONSORSHIP 

! Case Workers to update Family/Child information. 
! CHILDREN�S EDUCATION (annual exams) 

! Extra curricular activities at the Balakendras to be suspended during this Quarter. 
! Monthly refresher courses for Balakendra Teachers to be suspended during this 

Quarter. 
! Educationalist will instead visit all the Balakendras and ensure that tuition and re-

visions are conducted to prepare for final exams. 
! COOLIE CREDIT FUNDS 

! CSU Meetings to continue monitoring the usage of CCF loans. 
! REVIEW & PLANNING THE NEXT 3 YEAR PHASE 

! Prepare the annual Finance and Progress Report. 
! All the Field and Executive Staff to together review the past 3 years� work, taking 

into account the feelings of the Coolies themselves, and make a fresh proposal for 
the 2nd 3 year phase of Coolie Sangha Formalisation. 

! Evaluation. 
! ADATS and SCNZ to together go through this self appraisal, future Plans & 

Budgets, and finalise the next 3 year intervention strategy. 
! INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING 

! Complete the 2nd batch of 30 Balakendra buildings in as many villages; furnish 
them with tables and chairs, etc. 

! Shift the every evening activity for children from rented houses to the Coolie 
Sangha�s own buildings in these 30 villages. 

8. MEETINGS & FORA 

8.1. CORE GROUP 
The management of the Gudibanda Extension Programme will vest with the Core Group 
which shall comprise of: 

! The common and shared Project Director, Accounts Admn Assistant and Executive As-
sistant, 

! BCS President and Projects Assistants with various thematic concerns, and 
! Field Assistant, Desk Assistant, and 2 Area Field Workers stationed at Gudibanda. 

The Core Group will try to function on an informal basis and meet as often as necessary. 
Should it become necessary, the Project Director reserves the right to formalise the function-
ing of the Core Group with minutes properly recorded and its decisions becoming mandatory 
on all the Staff. Grassroots Plans & Budgets made in the villages will be finalised by the Core 
Group which will also monitor and review implementation status at the Gudibanda Extension 
Programme. Discrepancies and variations in budget realisations will be brought to the notice 
of the Core Group by the Accounts Admn Assistant and corrective steps will be worked out. 
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Draft Project Applications, Activity & Progress Reports of the Gudibanda Extension Pro-
gramme will be discussed and finalised by the Core Group before being forwarded to the 
ADATS Governing Body and Funding Partners. 

8.2. STAFF MEETINGS 
The 2 Area Field Workers and village Staff will, to begin with, meet on a fixed day every 
week. Later the frequency of these meetings will be reduced to once a fortnight and monthly. 
Staff Meetings will be conducted by the Field Assistant and the Desk Assistant. 
Projects Assistants from Bagepalli will periodically attend Area Staff Meetings and ask other 
Staff to also be present whenever necessary. 
Besides sharing the week�s happenings, solving problems and planning ahead in a crisp and busi-
ness like manner, Staff Meetings will be used as opportunities for collective reflection and par-
ticipatory training. The Field Assistant and Desk Assistant will ensure that a positive work ethos 
is introduced and proper values inculcated in the village Staff. 
ADATS will ensure that Staff Meetings do not usurp the prerogatives and privileges of the 4 
other Coolie Sangha Meetings described in this section. At the same time, the personal effort and 
sacrifice of VLWs and VHWs who commit themselves to attend these meetings every fortnight 
will be recognised and respected. 

8.3. COOLIE SANGHA UNIT (CSU) MEETINGS 
The CSU is the basic Coolie forum that ADATS will help build in each and every village. 
This will be done primarily by holding weekly CSU Meetings with minutes recorded and fol-
lowing up on decisions taken with concrete actions and struggles that ADATS will support. 
In principle, CSU Membership will be open to all those who do not employ wage labour, ir-
respective of caste or community. In practice, the village level unit will be the final authority 
to decide on who they wish to take in, suspend or remove. 
Only 1 person from a family will be a Member, though membership benefits will be open to 
all the Family Members irrespective of whose name it actually stands in. 
Each CSU will elect 3 Representatives, 1 of them compulsorily a woman. The VLW will 
conduct the weekly CSU Meetings on a fixed day every week, record deliberations and deci-
sions in the CSU Minutes Book, and ensure that these are carried out. CSU Meetings will 
normally be held at 8 p.m. and last for about 2 hours. Quorum will be 2/3rd the current mem-
bership strength. 
The CSU will be ultimately responsible to ensure that all the efforts of ADATS reach indi-
vidual Coolie families. ADATS will deal with the Coolies only through the CSUs. ADATS 
will not extend any assistance to individual Coolies, be it financial, advice, Legal Aid, Aid 
Distress, Medical Aid, Referral Health or other, unless the request is recommended by 2/3rd 
the strength of a CSU. This positive advice will be in the form of a resolution recorded in the 
CSU Minutes Book. If the matter is grave and involves inter-CSU relations or actions, then 
the positive advice of the Cluster Meet will be sought before ADATS responds. 
Changes or alterations in ADATS policy and programmes or the starting of a new Project or 
activity will first be discussed in all the CSU Meetings and Cluster Meets. Sufficient time 
will be given for the Coolies to reflect on the import of what has been discussed, give sugges-
tions, approve or disagree. These discussions and decisions will be clearly recorded in the 
Minutes Books of the CSU Meetings and the Cluster Meets. Finally, the matter will be thor-
oughly discussed in the monthly (taluk)CS Meeting before a recommendation is made by the 
Core Group to the Governing Body for adoption as the official position of ADATS.  
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Under no event will these principles of Coolie participation and grassroots planning be vio-
lated for the sake of convenience or expediency. The Project Staff will personally satisfy 
themselves that a request for ADATS assistance is positively recommended by the CSU 
Meeting and/or the Cluster Meet before acting. At the same time ADATS will not tolerate 
any Staff member using these principles as excuses to justify shoddy work or incompetence. 
It is ADATS� experience that the quality of work improves if these principles are very strictly 
adhered to. 
Exceptions: 

! The positive recommendation of the CSUs and Cluster Meets will not be required to 
continue with regular activities of an ongoing Project. 

! The Core Group and ADATS Governing Body reserve the right to act in emergency 
situations without the advice of the Coolies. But this will be explained to the Coolies, 
and reasons given, at the earliest opportunity. 

! The principles of Coolie participation and grassroots planning will not be followed in 
the first 3 year Coolie Sangha Formation phase when it will not be practical to expect 
the Coolies to contribute substantially. But even then, meetings will be held and the 
Coolies encouraged to familiarise themselves with the mechanisms of participation 
from the very beginning. 

8.4. MAHILA MEETINGS 
Mahila Meetings will be the forum through which ADATS will interpret its policy of positive 
discrimination in favour of Coolie Women. These will be village level gatherings of 1 woman 
from each Member Coolie family, which will meet on a fixed day every week. No men will 
be allowed to attend these exclusive meetings of Coolie Women. But Coolie Women will 
have the right and be encouraged to attend the mixed CSU Meetings. The decentralised 
health budget will be handled by the Mahila Meetings at the village level. The positive advice 
of the Mahila Meeting is compulsory before releasing CCF loans. Each Mahila Meeting will 
have a small fund (the Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu) which women will use to tide over day to day 
difficulties. 

8.5. CLUSTER MEETS 
Cluster Meets will be the forum where ADATS will enter into formal working relationships 
with Member Coolies. 
All the elected CSU Representatives, VLWs and VHWs of the 5-6 villages that comprise the 
Cluster will attend the Cluster Meets on fixed days every week at the central villages. Delib-
erations and decisions will be recorded in the Cluster Minutes Books. The Field Assistant and 
Area Field Workers will compulsorily attend Cluster Meets in the Taluk. Weekly reports on 
each CSU will be read out, needs identified, developments assessed, progress measured, 
plans made, problems solved and implementation bottlenecks overcome. In the first 3 years, 
Cluster Meets will be held by ADATS paid Community Workers. After their withdrawal, 
Cluster Meets will be conducted by Cluster Secretaries elected by all the Member Coolies. 

8.6. TALUK COOLIE SANGHA MEETINGS 
Just before the withdrawal of Community Workers, in the 5th year of our involvement in the 
taluk, monthly meetings of the Gudibanda Taluk Coolie Sangha will be held for 2 days every 
month at the taluk headquarters. 
All the elected CSU Representatives, Cluster Secretaries, and VHWs attend these 2 days 
meetings which will be conducted by the Area Field Workers. At the end of this 3 year For-
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mation phase, a Taluk Secretary will be elected by all the CSU Representatives and Cluster 
Secretaries. 
Cluster Reports will be read out to share the month�s happenings in a wider forum. Coolie 
issues that can be tackled only at the taluk level with larger actions and wider participation 
are discussed and decided upon in these Gudibanda Taluk Coolie Sangha Meetings. 
ADATS policies and priorities will be critically assessed by the Member Coolies and special 
recommendations made. Staff compulsorily attend these Gudibanda Taluk Coolie Sangha 
Meetings in order to promote accountability. Special care will be taken to ensure that the fo-
rum is not converted into an opportunity for delivering discourses, training or lectures. 

9. STAFF 

9.1. GENERAL CONDITIONS 
The employment of all ADATS Staff, including Field Assistants, Desk Assistants, Desk 
Workers, Extension Workers, Area Field Workers, Case Workers, Community Workers, Vil-
lage Level Workers (VLWs), Drivers and Helpers is contractual. Their services are temporary 
and time bound. 
The Project Director will negotiate job descriptions, remuneration and service conditions to 
the mutual satisfaction of ADATS and each senior Staff, individually and separately. The 
Accounts Admn Assistant will sign contracts on behalf of ADATS. ADATS will not make 
any effort to make the senior Staff self supporting, and salary advances will normally not be 
paid. 
All ADATS Staff will join on probation for periods that vary from person to person. Proba-
tion will be a period of field training, orientation and exposure to the culture of the organisa-
tion. Independent responsibilities will be fixed only after completing probation. The practice 
of probation will not be interpreted to mean that employment in ADATS is permanent. The 
employment of all Staff will still be temporary, time bound, contractual and can be termi-
nated with 1 month notice, or salary in lieu of that amount, for every completed year of em-
ployment. 
ADATS will give preference to women candidates when appointing Staff at every level, and 
constantly make efforts to make working conditions and the organisational culture conducive 
to women Staff, as spelt out in our Gender Policy Paper. 
Vehicles will be provided for the Staff to visit the villages. Field Workers will be given salary 
advances to buy their own vehicles which ADATS will maintain. No travel cost or out of 
pocket expense will be met, except for official travel outside the Project area. Single Staff 
will be provided with double room accommodation and subsidised mess arrangements will be 
made. Married Staff will be provided with simple houses to live in. All reasonable health re-
lated expenses of Staff and their immediate family members will be met. The discretionary 
decision of the Accounts Admn Assistant will be final in this regard. 
Though Staff will normally work on a 6 day week basis and arrive at their own work timing, 
they will be on call at all times and on all days. They will arrange their leave well in advance 
and in such a manner as to ensure the smooth continuation of work. 

9.2. THE COMMON & SHARED ADATS STAFF 
9.2.1. PROJECT DIRECTOR 
The duly appointed Project Director of ADATS will automatically also be the Project Direc-
tor of the Gudibanda Extension Programme. Being a salaried employee of ADATS, he will 
not receive any additional remuneration for this work. 
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Responsibilities: 
! to conduct meetings of the Core Groups and provide an overall programme direction. 
! to select a Field Assistant for the Gudibanda Extension Programme. 
! to ensure that the activities undertaken are within the philosophical and strategic 

framework of the intervention strategy, implementation technology and time frame ma-
trix evolved by ADATS. 

! to shape the organogram and structure on patterns similar to the one which exists at 
ADATS and its other extension programmes. 

! to visit villages and attend various Coolie Sangha Meetings, including special meetings. 
! to represent ADATS on all matters regarding the Gudibanda Extension Programme to 

Funding Partners within and outside India, finalise budgets and sign bilateral agree-
ments with them on behalf of and binding on ADATS. 

9.2.2. ACCOUNTS/ADMN ASSISTANT 
The duly appointed Accounts Admn Assistant of ADATS will automatically also be the Ac-
counts Admn Assistant of the Gudibanda Extension Programme. Being a salaried employee 
of ADATS, he will not receive any additional remuneration for this work. 
Responsibilities: 

! to make budget realisations transparent and understandable to all the Staff and Member 
Coolies, encourage discussions and invite suggestions for the better handling of fi-
nances. 

! to introduce systems and procedures based on the principle of total and exceptionless 
transparency in order to enhance accountability. 

! to safeguard the financial and inventory interests by introducing appropriate check and 
control mechanisms. 

! to exercise effective control on all bank accounts, including village level CSU and CCF 
accounts, and have a final say on the selection of cheque signatories. 

! to ensure a smooth cash flow. 
! to prepare periodic budget realisations and call for comments on variations. 
! to scrutinise and verify the authenticity of the final books of accounts before they are 

submitted for audit by a Chartered Accountant. 
! to receive and act upon comments, reports and recommendations made by such Char-

tered Accountants. 
! to directly recruit and appoint Desk Assistants and Desk Workers. 
! to issue appointment letters to senior Staff on the advice of the Project Director. 
! to appoint the village Staff comprising 12 Community Workers, 60 VLWs and 

60Village Health Workers (VHWs) on the advise of the Field Assistant. 
! to have a final say in the handling of the discretionary budget for the health coverage of 

Staff and their immediate family members. 
! to generally deal with the conduct and employment of all the Staff, at every level. The 

Accounts Admn Assistant will receive and arbitrate complaints, entertain appeals, initi-
ate disciplinary action, and remove the Staff. 

! to contribute to the writing of Project Applications, Activity & Progress Reports. 
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9.2.3. EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
The duly appointed Executive Assistant of ADATS will automatically also be the Executive 
Assistant of the Gudibanda Extension Programme. Being a salaried Staff member of ADATS, 
he will not receive any additional remuneration for this work. 
Responsibilities: 

! to ensure that all economic and target oriented Projects remain subservient to the goals 
and process of Coolie Sangha building. 

! to ensure that internally evolved management systems similar to the one developed at 
Bagepalli for the implementation of various economic Projects and other target oriented 
activities are appropriately developed and introduced at Gudibanda. 

! to ensure that these systems are within the framework of the 2 Organisations policy de-
veloped at ADATS, promote the twin principles of grassroots planning and Coolie par-
ticipation, and that they are furthered into an efficient Planning Monitoring & Evalua-
tion System (PMES) which the Member Coolies can themselves manage after the with-
drawal of ADATS. 

! to visit the villages and attend various Coolie Sangha Meetings, including special meet-
ings. 

! to compare the actual achievements of economic Projects against targets, study varia-
tions, and develop indicators so that the Staff can themselves assess the impact of all 
material and non material activities. 

! to contribute to the writing of Project Applications, Activity & Progress Reports. 
9.2.4. PROJECTS ASSISTANTS 
The duly appointed Projects Assistants of ADATS will automatically also be Projects Assis-
tants at the Gudibanda Extension Programme. Being salaried employees of ADATS, they will 
not receive any additional remuneration for this work. Various Projects Assistants focus on 
different thematic concerns in Coolie Sangha building like gender, participatory democracy, 
geopolitical coverage, decentralisation, withdrawal, communal harmony, income and em-
ployment generation, fund raising, etc. 
Responsibilities: 

! to ensure that an authentic and independent Gudibanda (taluk) Coolie Sangha is built up 
as a federated branch of the BCS. They will work to integrate the 60 CSUs now being 
formed through the Gudibanda Extension Programme into this (taluk) Coolie Sangha. 

! to encourage the village Staff to collectively define their own job descriptions, set their 
own targets, and monitor their own performances. 

! to ensure that Staff attitudes and other conditions (including Sangha Funds collected by 
the Member Coolies) are congenial for ADATS withdrawal from the taluk and the 
handing over of assets and responsibilities to the Gudibanda (taluk) Coolie Sangha 
branch of the BCS within 9 years of involvement in the taluk. 

! to introduce the practice of grassroots planning to make village level budgets for eco-
nomic and service oriented Projects. 

! to ensure that a gender parity is quickly achieved at both, Staff as well as Coolie Sangha 
levels. 

! to prod the CCF Staff to realise the importance of setting sustainable economic devel-
opment targets in their credit activities. 

! to attend the weekly Staff Meetings and make special efforts to enhance the conceptual 
clarity and analytical skills of the village Staff in respect of various thematic concerns. 
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9.3. FIELD ASSISTANT 
A Field Assistant will be appointed to have overall responsibility for Coolie Sangha building 
in Gudibanda for 9-11 years. The village Staff, comprising of 12 Community Workers, 60 
VLWs and 60 VHWs, will report to the Field Assistant. 2 Area Field Workers and 2 Mahila 
Trainers will also report to the Field Assistant. In day to day matters the Field Assistant will, 
along with the Desk Assistant, exercise an administrative control over their functioning. But 
at the same time the Field Assistant will have the maturity to realise that Area Field Workers 
are selected by the BCS and directly recruited by the Accounts Admn Assistant. The Field 
Assistant is, in this respect, akin to a specialist consultant. 
Responsibilities: 

! to be responsible for actual Coolie Sangha Formation activities in 12 Clusters and 
gradually develop them into 60 village CSUs. 

! to make a socio-political survey, delineate Clusters and select central villages. 
! to continually visit the villages and establish a direct rapport with village Staff and 

Member Coolie families. 
! to recruit 12 Community Workers, give them a basic orientation and skill training, and 

settle them in central villages. 
! to select VLWs, impart skill training and start weekly meetings. 
! to help the Mahila Trainers select VHWs, arrange for their skill training, start a basic 

and referral health activity, and initiate a positive discrimination in favour of Coolie 
Women through them. 

! to conduct weekly/fortnightly Staff Meetings. 
! to ensure that a baseline socio-economic survey is conducted, and hand over the data to 

the Desk Assistant for entry into the central computer; the Field Assistant will ensure 
that this data is updated and authenticated through constant usage. 

! to mediate with development agencies, banks, Government offices, police, courts, law-
yers, etc. to solve day to day problems faced by the village Staff and Member Coolie 
families. 

! to assist the Member Coolies and their CSUs undertake Government antipoverty 
schemes. 

! to relate to other ADATS Staff in weekly Situation Meetings in order to enhance the 
cohesiveness, unity and effectivity of the total effort of ADATS in various extension 
programmes. 

9.4. DESK ASSISTANT 
A Desk Assistant will be directly appointed by the Accounts Admn Assistant to be stationed 
at the Gudibanda Extension Programme. She will belong to the Accounts Admn wing of 
ADATS which is separate from and independent of the Field wing. The Desk Assistant is 
therefore and equal colleague of (and not assistant to) the Field Assistant. 
The Desk Assistant will thoroughly familiarise herself with every aspect of ADATS� work, 
including accounting and financial management practices at ADATS through intensive in 
house training at Bagepalli before going to live and work in Gudibanda. 
The Desk Worker (Sponsorship) and 2 Case Workers will report to the Desk Assistant. Office 
Staff like Drivers and Helpers will report to the Desk Assistant. The Desk Assistant will ex-
ercise maximum diligence in the handling of cash and bank accounts of ADATS and the 
Coolie Sangha, maintaining the books of accounts, preparing statements, etc. and act under 
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the strict day to day instructions of the Accounts Admn Assistant. If it should be found neces-
sary, a Desk Worker (Accounts) will be appointed to work under the Desk Assistant. 
Financial Responsibilities: 

! to do liaison work with the ADATS Main Office at Bagepalli, take advances, render 
timely accounts, and arrange a smooth cash flow at the Project. 

! to verify expenditures, make payments, and maintain the books of accounts of the Pro-
ject as well as various Coolie Sangha accounts. 

! to verify and safe keep the titles to movable and immovable inventory, cash at hand and 
bank accounts of the Project and the Coolie Sangha. 

! to assist the Member Coolies to operate CSU and CCF bank accounts. 
! to make periodic Budget Realisation statements in a totally transparent manner and ex-

plain them to Staff and Member Coolies 
Administration Responsibilities: 

! to have overall administrative responsibility for the Project and be a focal point of co-
ordination between various Projects, activities and persons. 

! to jointly administer, along with the Field Assistant, the discretionary health budget and 
arrange for school check-ups, render emergency assistance, etc. and to arrange for the 
monthly supply of basic drugs to the VHWs. 

! to co-ordinate the activities of the Educationalist and ensure that Balakendra Teachers 
attend their monthly 3 days Refresher Courses without fail. 

! to correspond with various local, taluk level authorities, and maintain copies of all rele-
vant documents, including Project Applications, Progress Reports, etc. 

! to maintain an OnLine link with Bagepalli through the P&T Leased Line, enter Village, 
Member and Staff data into the Computer, and assist the Staff in accessing the data-
bank. 

! to keep a check over Office Staff, including Desk Workers, Case Workers, Driver and 
Helpers. 

! to keep control over the usage of material inventory � specifically Vehicles, Staff Mess, 
Guest Rooms and other facilities, fixtures and furniture. 

! to facilitate for Member Coolies who need to stay overnight at the taluk headquarters. 
! to subscribe to relevant magazines, procure books, and maintain a good reference li-

brary. 
! to arrange logistics for Staff Meetings and training sessions. 

Sponsorship Responsibilities: 
! to supervise the day to day working of the Desk Worker (Sponsorship) and 2 Case 

Workers. 
! to ensure that efficient and timely services, as contained in Plans & Budgets, reach the 

Member Coolies. 
! to ensure that Annual Reports reach the Sponsors and replacement Case History Forms 

are sent out on time, and that excellent sponsor relations are maintained. 
! to entertain Project visitors, including Sponsors. 

9.5. AREA FIELD WORKERS 
Committed Coolie youth who are well versed with ADATS and the Coolie Sangha by virtue 
of having first worked in their own villages as VLWs, and then somewhere else as Commu-
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nity Workers will be selected by the BCS to work as Area Field Workers for 9-11 years in the 
Gudibanda Extension Programme. 
Mahila Trainers are woman Field Workers with special and additional responsibility to train 
and help Coolie Women set up the Mahila Meetings, and handle the decentralised budgets. 
For all practical purposes, the term �Area Field Worker�, when used in this document, shall 
include the Mahila Trainers also. However, previous work experience at ADATS will not be 
insisted upon when selecting Mahila Trainers. A separate paragraph is devoted in this docu-
ment to elaborate the special role of Mahila Trainers. 
Their being both, Staff members of ADATS as well as Member Coolies of the BCS with 
electoral rights and responsibilities, will place Area Field Workers in a very delicate position. 
It requires them, as well as the remaining Staff, to play a very balanced and mature role in the 
ADATS organogram. Though the Field Assistant and Projects Assistants will exercise a day 
to day administrative control over Area Field Workers, their employment is determined by 
the BCS. 
2 Area Field Workers will be appointed to work for 9-11 years in 12 Clusters (which will 
start with 24 villages in the 1st year, grow to 40 in the 2nd year, 60 in the 3rd year, and finally 
75 villages in the 4th year). The 6 Clusters will be divided between the 2 Area Field Workers. 
Community Workers, VLWs and VHWs will report to them. In turn, they will report to the 
Field Assistant. Yet at the same time the Area Field Workers will maintain a cordial relation-
ship with the Field Assistant and treat her as a specialist consultant who is there to help and 
guide them. 
Area Field Workers will compulsorily attend all the Cluster Meets of their Sub-Areas and as 
many CSU and Mahila Meetings as possible. They will have an intimate knowledge of vil-
lage situations, village Staff and individual Member Coolie families. They will mediate and 
settle inter and intra CSU disputes, and do liaison work with Government offices and others 
on behalf of Member Coolies. 
Area Field Workers will ensure that there is no caste or communal discrimination in the 
CSUs, and that there is a positive discrimination in favour of Coolie Women. Area Field 
Workers will encourage and assist the Member Coolies to directly implement antipoverty 
schemes of the Government through their CSUs, avoiding village touts and agents. Though 
not directly responsible for the implementation of service delivery activities like the Chil-
dren�s and Health Projects, or economic Projects like the CCF and DLDP, Area Field Work-
ers will ensure that procedural requirements designed to keep these activities subservient to 
larger socio-political goals are not compromised. 
Area Field Workers will be directly responsible to ensure that qualities of representation (as 
opposed to leadership) are developed in the CSUs and that everything is conducive for the 
withdrawal of Community Workers after 3 years and VLWs after 6 years. 
On completion of their 9-11 year contract in the Gudibanda Extension Programme, they will 
return to their native CSUs, until asked by the BCS to work in another Area. Area Field 
Workers are, however, subject to transfer from one Area to another. 

9.6. MAHILA TRAINERS 
2 Mahila Trainers will be selected and attend a field exposure for 3 weeks. They will then 
undergo an intensive training session for 1 week before being posted to Gudibanda. The job 
of Mahila Trainers is an unenviable one with a full calendar. All the below listed tasks do not 
have to be carried out by them single handed. Each and every one of the Gudibanda Exten-
sion Programme Staff will pitch in to do routine and mundane jobs like, for example, the 
monthly distribution of basic medicines from the 4th Quarter. But there are some things, like 
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the conducting of women�s training, instilling of confidence in Coolie Women, etc. that only 
they can do. 
Mahila Trainers will accompany the Area Field Workers as equals, attending all the village 
meetings, and be fully involved in the preliminary stages of Coolie Sangha building. They 
will ensure that congenial conditions are built for the total and unreserved participation of 
women. 
Their actual work will start with a gruelling schedule from the 3rd Quarter in October 1997 
when 24 villages will select their VHWs. After helping them in this task, the Mahila Trainers 
will conduct 3 day training session for these VHWs and arrange for their practical exposure, 
in pairs, at CSI Hospital in Chickballapur. 
Mahila Meetings will start in the 3rd Quarter and will soon become a regular feature in all 24 
CSUs. Mahila Trainers will visit them on a regular every evening basis in order to sort out 
nitty gritty problems and obstacles that are bound to come up when Coolie Women start to 
meet separately and assert their identity. 
24 trained and exposed VHWs will be supplied with maternity kits in the 3rd and 4th Quarters. 
From then on the Mahila Trainers will arrange to supply basic medicine packets to the VHWs 
every month. 
From the 3rd Quarter, in October 1997, the Mahila Trainers will conduct monthly meetings of 
VHWs which will be used as training fora to enhance everyone�s knowledge on health and 
women�s problems. They will involve various specialists, including the Government Lady 
Doctor and ADATS Projects Assistant looking after gender concerns. From the 6th Quarter, in 
July 1998, Mahila Trainers will target Coolie Women in general to impart gender training in 
the Clusters. Soon they will involve Coolie men also. The objective of all this training is to 
make everyone familiar with the feminisation of poverty, special problems that exist for Coo-
lie Women, including sexual exploitation, and integrate gender concerns into the mainstream 
of Coolie Sangha thinking and action. 
The process of selecting, training and exposing VHWs will be repeated in the 5th and 9th Quar-
ters when ADATS takes on 16 and 20 more villages to form CSUs and Mahila Meetings. As 
a result there will be a total of 60 Mahila Meetings/VHWs that the 2 Mahila Trainers will 
have to support by the end of this 3 year programme. 

9.7. VILLAGE STAFF 
Community Workers, VLWs and VHWs are appointed and removed on the recommendation 
of the Field Assistant. Before appointing VLWs and VHWs, the Field Assistant will seek the 
opinion of the Coolies. 
9.7.1. COMMUNITY WORKERS 
Community Workers will be appointed to live and work in new Clusters for a maximum pe-
riod of 5 years (or till each village CSU they set up in their Cluster is 3 years old). Normally 
they will be Coolie youth who have already worked for about 6 years in their native villages 
as VLWs. But under special circumstances, committed Coolie youth from the taluk, who 
have not previously worked in ADATS, may also be appointed as Community Workers. 

! The role of Community Workers is crucial since they are the ones who will introduce 
ADATS and the Coolie Sangha building effort to a totally new taluk. Though ADATS 
will normally enter a village only when some Coolies from there invite us, yet it is the 
personal conduct and enthusiasm of the Community Workers which will convince the 
remaining poor to come forward and participate. 

! Community Workers will be responsible for initiating CSU building activities like the 
identification of VLWs, starting children�s classes, and setting up procedures in a new 
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Cluster. These will include regular meetings with a compulsory quorum and minutes 
recorded, election of CSU Representatives, etc. 

! Community Workers, along with the Coolies of each village, will together select VLWs 
and VHWs who will report to them on a day to day basis. 

! Community Workers will impart a political orientation to the VLWs, VHWs and Mem-
ber Coolies through formal and informal discussions. 

! Community Workers will help the Member Coolies tap Government funds and re-
sources for directly implementing anti poverty programmes through their CSUs, by-
passing touts and agents. 

ADATS will not implement income and employment generating activities on a serious scale 
during the 3 year tenure of Community Workers and so they will not have any role in imple-
menting them. Instead Community Workers will lay the basis for these activities by explain-
ing the need to keep economic programmes subservient to political goals, the need for grass-
roots planning and monitoring, and the intrinsic connection between unity, organization and 
individual economic development. 
9.7.2. VILLAGE LEVEL WORKERS (VLWS) 
VLWs will be local Coolie youth, appointed to work in their own villages for a maximum 
period of 6 years. Being both, Staff members of ADATS as well as Member Coolies of their 
respective CSUs, VLWs will be the most vital link between ADATS and the Coolie Sangha. 

! They will initially conduct the daily children�s classes (till Balakendra Teachers are ap-
pointed), and organise meetings, cultural activities and training sessions. They will con-
duct the weekly CSU Meetings and accurately record the minutes of these Meetings. 
They will follow up on issues, struggles and actions. They will attend the weekly Clus-
ter Meets and Staff Meetings. 

! They will generally ensure that income and employment generating activities are mean-
ingfully implemented in their villages. They will be specifically responsible to ensure 
the proper utilisation and prompt repayment of CCF loans given to Member Coolies. 

9.7.3. VILLAGE HEALTH WORKERS (VHWS) 
VHWs will be Coolie Women selected by their respective Mahila Meetings and will not be 
ADATS Staff in the strict sense of the term. They will initially be trained and paid for by 
ADATS. After 3 years, they will directly report to their respective Mahila Meetings, who will 
pay their stipends from out of the decentralised health budgets. 

! Apart from imparting health education, rendering first aid and giving pre and ante-natal 
care, VHWs will assist women CSU Representatives to conduct the weekly Mahila 
Meetings and attend special training sessions with them. 

! They will ensure that there is a sex-parity in the selection of school going children, and 
ensure that the girl child is not pulled out of school after primary school. 

! They will follow up on everything that Coolie Women decide upon in order to enhance 
their strength within the CSUs, as well as struggles they have to undertake in wider so-
ciety. 

9.8. DESK WORKER (SPONSORSHIP) 
A Desk Worker (Sponsorship) will be appointed in the Pre-Project phase. She will work un-
der the supervision of the Desk Assistant, and in close co-ordination with 2 Case Workers. 
Though her responsibilities will mainly be at the taluk headquarters, she may have to visit 
specific villages/families in order to gather detailed information. 
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The Desk Worker (Sponsorship) will also actively involve herself in the organising of special 
events for children like inter-village competitions, dramas, tours, picnics, science camps, etc. 
Responsibilities: 

! to generate Case History Forms from the family data available in the computer, after 
ensuring that sufficient narrative information is also collected. 

! to maintain proper sponsorship files and records. 
! to receive Sponsor queries from SCNZ and reply to these. 
! to obtain specific information on children and families through the Case Workers and 

write the Annual Reports to individual Sponsors. 
! to generate replacement Case History Forms and Photographs for cancelled children 

and dropped out Sponsors. 

9.9. CASE WORKERS 
2 Case Workers will be appointed in the Pre-Project phase itself. Each Case Worker will twin 
himself with the Area Field Worker and be responsible for the setting up and smooth func-
tioning of child related activities in 6 Clusters. 
Balakendra Responsibilities: 

! to rent rooms, electrify them, procure basic play and teaching material, and set up the 
Balakendras (Children�s Centres). 

! to help in the selection of Balakendra Teachers and supervise their performance through 
every evening village visits. 

! to attend, along with the Balakendra Teachers of their respective Clusters, the monthly 
3 days Refresher Courses conducted by the Educationalist at the Bagepalli Training 
Centre. 

! to procure the material inventory for the Balakendras, ensure their proper utilisation, 
and ensure that scholarship material reach the children on time. 

! to organise fun activities like tours, picnics, inter-village competitions, dramas, etc. dur-
ing the holidays. 

! to organise special coaching and extra tuition for children in the annual exams season. 
! to maintain cordial relations with the Government schools, check on children�s atten-

dance, solve petty problems of Government school Teachers, collect marks 
cards/progress reports and prepare promotion lists, etc. 

! to supervise the construction of Balakendra buildings. 
Sponsorship Responsibilities: 

! to collect authentic child and family data, assist the Desk Assistant in feeding it into the 
computer, and keep the data updated with up-to-date narrative information in order to 
generate Case Histories. 

! to arrange for the taking of child/family photographs. 

9.10. EDUCATIONALIST 
An Educationalist will be appointed in the 2nd Quarter. Her main objective will be to ensure 
that very high and professionally competent levels of teaching/learning are maintained in the 
Project. She will be stationed at the Bagepalli Training Centre and visit the villages of Gudi-
banda as often as necessary. 
Responsibilities: 
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! to technically assist the Case Workers in the selection of 20, 15 and 10 Balakendra 
Teachers in the 2nd, 5th and 9th Quarters of the programme. 

! to organise a 1 month intensive orientation training for Balakendra Teachers, once 
every year. 

! to conduct 3 day Refresher Courses for the Balakendra Teachers. 
! to develop, field test, print and implement a Core Curriculum material consisting of 

time table, teaching techniques and workbooks. 
! to visit the Balakendras and give hands-on assistance to the Balakendra Teachers. 
! to assist in the organising of extra coaching and special tuition before the annual exams. 
! to help organise holiday activities like science camps, inter-village competitions, etc. 

9.11. BALAKENDRA TEACHERS 
20 Balakendra Teachers will be selected in the 2nd Quarter, in July 1997. The Educationalist 
will examine their technical abilities (qualification, teaching aptitude, etc.) and advise on 
their selection. The Case Workers will explain to the Coolies that, unlike the selection of 
VLWs and VHWs, socio-political considerations should not be paramount in appointing 
Balakendra Teachers. 
Immediately after their selection, all 20 Balakendra Teachers will undergo an intensive 1 
month training at the Bagepalli Training Centre. Thereafter they will undergo 3 day Refresher 
Courses every month, except during the annual exams Quarters. Whenever possible, Case 
Workers will accompany them during these monthly Refresher Courses, which will also be a 
forum for the technical monitoring of their performance. 
Balakendra Teachers will, in the 3rd Quarter, test the Core Curriculum material developed by 
the Educationalist and then start using the finalised material from the 5th Quarter onward. 
They will organise the daily supplementary education activities of their respective Bala-
kendras and this will include study as well as play and extra-curricular activities. During the 
holiday season, they will take an active part in organising fun activities for the children. In 
the 2nd year of the programme (5th Quarter) 15 more Balakendra Teachers will be selected, 
trained and posted. Another 10 will be appointed in the 3rd year (9th Quarter) to take the total 
to 45 Balakendra Teachers for 60 villages. 

9.12. EXTENSION WORKER 
1 Extension Worker will be appointed in the 9th Quarter, in April 1999, to set up the Coolie 
Credit Funds. She will co-ordinate her work with the Area Field Workers, but directly report 
to the ADATS Executive Assistant. 

! The Extension Worker will ensure that established procedures and systems are intro-
duced in the Taluk in order to ensure that achieving targets does not become an end in 
itself while, at the same time, quality is not sacrificed using participation as an excuse. 

! The Extension Worker will ensure that Member Coolies derive the maximum non-
material advantage from economic Projects, and that Coolie Sangha functionaries are 
able to run the CCF by themselves in the shortest time possible. 

10. ITEMS & ACTIVITIES 

10.1. INITIAL SOCIO-POLITICAL SURVEY2 

Immediately on entering the taluk, the Field Assistant and Area Field Workers will visit all 
the villages of the Taluk. They will spend time with the Coolies in these villages, introduce 
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themselves to school teachers and other educated youth and acquaint themselves with the re-
alities of each village. 
Approximate figures on land holding, land utilisation patterns, irrigation facilities, wages paid 
in the different seasons, annual migration patterns, informal credit structures, existing crafts 
and other non-agricultural employment sources in these villages will be individually studied 
and recorded. They will also find out about existing village amenities like drinking water, 
conditions of houses, distance to the primary school and who attend, health care, etc. An im-
pressionist observation on religious practices, caste and extent of segregation will also be ob-
served. After getting friendly with some village youth, they will try to ferret out the villages� 
history of struggle. Whether there had been any land, wage or other struggles by either the 
entire village or a particular section, the outcome of those struggles, etc. Dispute patterns and 
who solves them in the villages will also be looked into. 
An appraisal will be made of the aspiration status of the Coolies. Whether they genuinely as-
pire for better living conditions, better wages, better lands and better employment provision, 
and if they are prepared to struggle for all this. 
Reciprocally, the Field Assistant and Area Field Workers will explain the 19 year history of 
ADATS in Bagepalli taluk through narratives that strike them as having bearing in particular 
villages. They will explain that their effort is to form similar CSUs which can strengthen the 
Coolies and enhance their collective bargaining power. 
All this cannot be done in 1 visit. The Field Assistant and Area Field Workers will not simply 
tick off villages they have visited and feel that the initial socio-political survey has been 
completed. They will strike friendships with individuals and groups in these villages and visit 
them at their homes as often as possible to acquaint themselves fully and thoroughly. Though 
their initial visits will be in the afternoons and evenings, later re-visits could well be in re-
sponse to invitations at meal times and during village functions and festivals. 
At the Taluk headquarters the Field Assistant and Area Field Workers will develop contact 
with bankers, honest village functionaries of the Government, etc. in order to obtain a broader 
picture. They will also try to meet various self professed village touts and leaders in order to 
assess how villages are represented and relate to the Taluk headquarters. 
All their observations and impressions will be recorded in daily diaries and shared with the 
Projects Assistant3. Together they will go through the data to discern the general patterns that 
emerge. They will also go through statistical data that the Projects Assistant will collect from 
various Government offices in order to study variations and conformities at different villages. 
Once they feel comfortable in their knowledge of the Area, they will tentatively delineate 
central villages and possible clusters. The Projects Assistant will visit these Clusters along 
with them and give their intuitive reactions. 

10.2. DELINEATION OF VILLAGES & SELECTION OF CENTRAL VILLAGES 
At the end of the initial socio-political survey, central villages where Community Workers 
will live in and work from will be delineated. The choice of central village will be determined 
by receptivity and convenience. Slightly large villages with bus convenience and being in the 
centre of a cluster of 5-6 poorer villages will be the primary criterion. The Coolies� willing-
ness to invite a Community Worker to live amidst them by providing a rented room or hut in 
their section of the village will be the second criterion. 
The Projects Assistant will accompany the Area Field Workers to such possible central vil-
lages, meet with the Coolies, and offer suggestions. Once the Community Workers have ac-
tually settled in their central villages, they will visit the surrounding villages and assess the 
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possibilities of starting CSUs there. The Projects Assistant and Area Field Workers will per-
sonally satisfy themselves before any new villages are added to form the 12 Clusters. 
The Gudibanda Extension Programme will start with 24 villages in the 1st year, at the rate of 2 
per Cluster. We will gradually expand to another 16 villages in the 2nd year and yet another 20 
villages in the 3rd year to reach a total of 60 villages. It is only in the 4th year (not discussed in 
this document) that a total coverage of the Taluk will be effected. But noteworthy in this cov-
erage plan, which was dictated by the availability of resources, is that we will have a pres-
ence, even if thin, all over the Taluk from the very beginning. We believe that this will help 
achieve an effective geopolitical coverage. 

10.3. SELECTION OF VILLAGE LEVEL WORKERS 
As already explained in Para 9.7.2., VLWs are schooled Coolie youth from their respective 
villages who first helped the Community Workers to identify the Clusters and settle down. 
VLWs will be appointed to work in their native villages for a total of 6 years before being 
withdrawn. They will be the organic link between ADATS and the Coolie Sangha, with one 
foot in the NGDO and another in the People�s Organisation. 24 VLWs will be appointed in 
the 1st year, another 16 in the 2nd year when as many new villages are taken up, and yet an-
other 20 in the 3rd year. 
They will, in our experience, be committed persons from poor families, with strong political 
aspirations to serve and lead their people, but stifled without recognition in a society where 
Sthana Bhalam, and not competence, is the vital pre-requisite to be heard. Sthana Bhalam is 
an overwhelming feudal concept which provides status and opportunity for only those with 
upper caste/ upper class background in village society. It is our experience that when pro-
vided with both, opportunity as well as constructive direction, VLWs become the most potent 
agents for positive change in the villages. 
VLWs will be paid an average stipend of Rs 350 per month during the first 3 years of their 
tenure � i.e. Rs 300 in the 1st year, Rs 350 in the 2nd year and Rs 400 in the 3rd year. In our ex-
perience this stipend just about covers their expenses with nothing left over to maintain their 
families. As a result, most VLWs are individuals designated by their relatives to serve and 
lead their people, with a brother or father offering to support their nuclear families. In the 
older CSUs, they are the ones who are elected to be Cluster Secretaries and Taluk Coolie 
Sangha Secretaries. They are the ones who are prepared to undergo severe physical hardships 
and monetary loss in order to empower the poor. And, strangely enough, they are the ones 
who quickly embrace the feminist values of Representation, as opposed to Leadership, and 
act as protectors of a genuine and participatory democracy in the fledgling Coolie Sangha. 
At Bagepalli taluk, in the oldest CSUs, VLWs have always been men. This has been a reflec-
tion of the male dominated patriarchal politics of the time. But in the Extension Taluks where 
our involvement is only 7½ years old, an odd sprinkling of women have come forward to be-
come fairly effective VLWs. This could possibly be a reflection of more recent societal 
trends where �reservation� for women is becoming increasingly accepted. Or perhaps it is 
due to our conscious and deliberate cultural intervention whereby patriarchy, traditional gen-
der roles, and the unquestioned domain of men has been challenged. 
It will be interesting to see if more women come forward to be VLWs at Gudibanda. ADATS 
will consciously encourage this since we realise that unless women work as VLWs and gain a 
track record of effective service and positive leadership, later positions of elected Cluster 
Secretaries and Taluk Secretary are almost certainly blocked for them. 
Initial entry into a village � i.e. the taking up of a village for Coolie Sangha building � will 
almost entirely depend on the VLW (at that time Volunteer). Unless they are able to convince 
the Coolies to defy traditional and historically established Ryot oppression, and rally the poor 
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to stand strong, Coolie Sangha formation will well neigh be impossible except, perhaps, as a 
guise to merely grab benefits from ADATS and SCNZ. VLWs also have the un-envious and 
extremely difficult task of helping the Coolies escape from the shackles of self-proclaimed 
leaders from their own caste-class. These village touts will fight tooth and nail to oppose any 
genuine democratisation of their client base since it means an immediate and direct pecuniary 
loss (as different from the more gradual economic loss that Ryots suffer when wages increase 
and labour becomes more independent). 
Sometimes in the past ADATS has taken on VLWs who are not from the Coolie caste-class 
background. These have been enlightened Ryot youth who were willing to completely merge 
with the poorer sections of the village, even if it meant being socially ostracised by �their 
own people�. Not only were they able to challenge the powers that be in a more effective 
manner, but they were also able to make a conscious ideological commitment to the Coolie 
Sangha, which was somewhat different from the instinctual attraction that the poor them-
selves had to the Model. The crunch for these people came, of course, when their children 
grew older and had to get married� But our experience with such persons, with a very few 
tragic exceptions, has by and large been very positive. 
VLWs will attend Staff Meetings once a fortnight along with their respective Community 
Workers. Socio-political, analytical, conceptual and organisational skills will be imparted to 
them. These will be participatory exercises which will as much try to crystallise the VLWs� 
own experiences, as impart new knowledge. 
VLWs will be in the forefront of issues and struggles. They will do liaison work with Banks, 
Government offices, Panchayat Raj Institutions and others. VLWs will be entrusted with the 
task of conducting CSU Meetings on fixed days every week, ensuring a quorum of two-third, 
recording Minutes, and following up on Coolie decisions. Though they will initially conduct 
classes for children, this will not be their main occupation since Balakendra Teachers (please 
see Para 9.11.) will be entrusted with this task. But it will be the VLWs who will instil that 
socio-political input which will motivate Coolie families to send their children to school, give 
equal importance to the Girl Child, prevent early marriages, motivate Coolie men to respect 
and recognise the efforts of the Mahila Meetings, encourage Coolie parents to put pressure on 
the Government school Teachers, etc.. Therefore the VLWs occupy a pivotal role, even if in-
directly, in the education of children. 
What we have just said about the Children�s Programme is also true with all economic, 
physical and target oriented activities like the building of Balakendras, setting up of Coolie 
Credit Funds, implementing a Dry Land Development Project, etc. ADATS has, in our more 
recent writings, described VLWs and VHWs as the creative minority without whose contri-
bution the Coolie Sangha can never become authentically independent and genuinely sustain-
able.5 

10.4. SUPPORT TO ISSUES AND STRUGGLES 
Coolies will relate to the Government in 2 ways. Through confrontation over issues and 
struggles, and also as a mature and responsible body of people who can effectively imple-
ment anti poverty schemes. If this 2 pronged relationship is forgotten, the CSUs can well de-
generate into merely providing the Government with sorely needed social infrastructure to 
build show pieces. Politicians will gain credibility in the eyes of the general intelligentsia and 
accumulate a huge electoral mileage.  
ADATS will do everything possible to promote this dual and seemingly dichotomous rela-
tionship between the Coolie Sangha and the Government. We will not, at any stage, ourselves 
enter into any direct or indirect, formal or informal, relationship with Government agencies. 
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The Field Assistant will assist the Coolies to redress specific grievances with Government 
offices and Police Stations through various forms of representation. These grievances could 
be against local Ryots who cheat them out of their lands, contractors who do not pay the 
Government prescribed minimum wages, or a host of other matters that seriously effect the 
poor. 
On the recommendation of the CSUs, ADATS will extend legal aid to individual Coolies to 
fight for their rights. We will, for this purpose, operate a discretionary budget of Rs 100,000 
in the 1st year, Rs 150,000 in the 2nd year and Rs 200,000 in the 3rd year. The Projects Assis-
tant will try to rise above the specifics in order to do liaison work with Banks and Govern-
ment offices at a broader level. They will recommend arrangements and agreements that the 
Coolie Sangha can enter into for the implementation of various anti poverty schemes like the 
building of houses, construction of smokeless Chullas, execution of labour contracts, partici-
pation in the social forestry drive, and the like. 
Member Coolies will be encouraged to reflect on issues and struggles, and record all the di-
rect benefits they obtain from the Government in their Minutes Books. In this manner, the 
impact of CSU building on tapping Government resources will continually be monitored by 
the Member Coolies themselves, since this is a serious objective lending to sustainability. 

10.5. SENDING COOLIE CHILDREN TO GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS 
In the Pre-Project phase, the Case Workers will make lists of children already attending Gov-
ernment Schools and encourage Coolie parents to send more to school. Though the target is 
to ensure that 1 child per family attends school, the ideal is that all go to school. 1,100 chil-
dren will be selected from the first 24 villages where the programme will commence. Another 
500 children will be added on from 16 smaller villages that will be taken on in July 1998 and 
yet another 400 from an additional 20 villages in July 1999. The programme therefore aims to 
support a total of 2,000 children. 
Initially, these will be children from families who qualify for Coolie Sangha status and not 
from serious and full fledged Members. This is unavoidable since, naturally, the CSUs would 
not yet have been formed. This may lead to later cancellations and drop-outs if their parents 
opt to stay away from the community organisation effort. The Gudibanda Staff must keep this 
inherent danger in mind and be extremely cautious when making lists of children for scholar-
ship support. Over enthusiasm and a hollow initial zeal could result in a serious and irrepara-
ble negative impact with children given the promise of a false start. 
Children will be given scholarship support which include text books, note books, bags, fees, 
bus fares, school uniforms, drawing books, crayons, etc. The Government is supposed to pro-
vide text books and 1 pair of clothes free of cost for primary school going children (Classes 1 
to 4), and for girls upto middle school (Class 7). Often this does not happen. But considering 
that we have limited resources of only Rs 500 per child, Coolie parents will have to put pres-
sure on the system to ensure that this is done. This would be one of the first struggles that the 
nascent CSUs in Gudibanda taluk will have to take up. 
Even after tapping the maximum that they can from the Government, the CSUs and Mahila 
Meetings will have to carefully work out how much scholarship each child will need in order 
to attend school. As just mentioned, project resources are limited and the need is vast. Parents 
cannot totally abdicate their monetary responsibilities towards the schooling of their children. 
The Area Field Workers and Mahila Trainers will sit with the Coolies during the 1st, 5th and 
9th Quarters and help them �balance their budgets�. This exercise will also introduce a fiscal 
discipline and responsibility in the CSUs and Mahila Meetings. 
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At the beginning of each new school year, in the 2nd, 6th and 10th Quarters, the Case Workers 
will, under the supervision of the Desk Assistant, procure and distribute scholarship material 
in accordance to lists made by the Mahila Meetings. 
For a wide variety of reasons, the quality of Government schools in rural India is not up to 
the mark. One reason is that Teachers are not responsible. They have no vocation or aptitude 
and treat their jobs as �secure Government employment�. Yet another is that they do not have 
adequate facilities. Single room schools with just 1 Teacher often have to accommodate a 
large number of children belonging to several classes. These problems are bound to be accen-
tuated by our programme when the total number of children attending school suddenly and 
appreciably increases. 
Coolies have to put a lot of pressure on the Government to improve the classrooms as well as 
Teacher strength in the taluk. While this may be a politically correct stance, it cannot be the 
only solution. 
ADATS will have to respond to the situation in a realistic and effective manner, specially in 
view of the fact that 7th and 10th Classes are public examinations which will act as hurdles for 
first generation Coolie children whose parents are illiterate. An accountable response has to 
be 2 pronged: 

! In order to improve primary school learning and ensure that basics (3 R�s of reading, 
writing and arithmetic�s) are taught and learnt in Classes 1 to 4 (Primary School), we 
have designed a Core Curriculum into the programme. 

! We will actively involve Private Schools where teaching standards and pass percent-
ages are dramatically higher. 

10.6. SETTING UP THE BALAKENDRAS 
Balakendras are Children�s Centres that ADATS will set up for the supplementary education 
and to implement learning and play activities for the 2,000 supported children. Technically 
they can be conducted in rented rooms, under trees, or in the courtyard of a large village 
house. But in reality Balakendras need a place of their own for children to get together on an 
every evening basis and keep �their things�. 
Recognising that rented accommodation will not be available everywhere, we have planned 
that 20 Balakendras will be set up in the 1st year, 15 more in the 2nd year and 10 more in the 
3rd year. All 60 villages will have functioning Balakendras only in the 4th year, once we have 
built our own Balakendra buildings (please see Para 10.8.). 
The Case Workers will, in the 1st Quarter, scout around for suitable accommodation and rent 
these buildings (rooms?), electrify them and furnish them with the basic necessities like 
blackboards, charts, etc. These Children�s Centres will be managed by specially trained Bala-
kendra Teachers. 

10.7. BALAKENDRA TEACHERS, TEACHER TRAINING & CORE CURRICULUM 
Balakendra Teachers (as different from the Government school Teachers) will be appointed 
in the 2nd Quarter of the programme. Their job description has been explained in Para 9.11. of 
this document. 
The Educationalist will conduct a 1 month residential orientation for them and then follow up 
with 3 day refresher courses every month, except during the annual exams Quarters when 
everyone will concentrate on the children cramming and passing. 
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10.8. CONSTRUCTION OF BALAKENDRA BUILDINGS 
ADATS has, whenever resources permitted, built Community Halls in the villages. These are 
also used as Balakendras or Children�s Centres. These buildings gives a visual and physical 
structure to the Coolies and greatly enhance their sense of pride and belonging. A common 
saying is, �Without a house in the village and a field in the forest, how can one be a citizen of 
this place?�. Buildings gives this sense of identity and are vital for empowering the poor. But 
in Gudibanda, we do not intend building structures merely for these socio-political reasons, 
however valid they may be. Here we intend setting up buildings which give that same sense 
of belonging and emphasis to children. The Balakendra buildings at Gudibanda will not be 
general Community Halls used by all the Coolies. They will be brightly coloured and exclu-
sive domains of children, used only for their supplementary education. When resources per-
mit, Balakendras will include fenced of spaces for children�s things like swings, see-saws, 
slippery slides, kitchen gardens and anything else that Coolie children want. We will also try 
and get the Department of Alternate Energy, Government of India, to install subsidised solar 
lighting for the buildings. Morning and evening classes, before and after school, will be con-
duced in these buildings. 
Children will draw, paint and use the room for a variety of other activities. The walls will be 
used for sticking posters, charts and pieces of paper of their own creation. Their study and 
play material will be stored in the room. 
Making the Balakendras exclusive for Children will send a definite message of commitment 
to their childhood which we expect will have the full support of mothers. We hope to make a 
subtle influence on the values and thinking of men also, and make them develop positive atti-
tudes towards childhood. 
Adult Coolies will be actively involved in selecting the sites in convenient places that chil-
dren can easily reach � either in the Harijana Colonies or in the poorer sections of the village 
� negotiating prices and purchasing them. The title for these plots will stand in the names of 
the respective village CSU, and the Balakendra buildings will not be properties of ADATS. 
They will also try and get sympathetic Ryots to �lend� their fields during the summer months 
so that children can play games like football, etc. 
Our Architect friend from Bangalore will sit with them and design the most appropriate and 
inexpensive structures that, at the same time, need minimum maintenance. ADATS will send 
the finalised plans and estimates to SCNZ before beginning construction. The Case Workers 
will supervise their construction on an every day basis. Coolies will contribute in labour to 
build them at the lowest possible cost. They will also ensure that there is no wastage of con-
struction material like bricks, sand, cement, etc. Once completed, the open verandas of Bala-
kendra buildings can be used for conducting CSU and Mahila Meetings. 

10.9. POSITIVE DISCRIMINATION IN FAVOUR OF COOLIE WOMEN 
ADATS believes that there should be no discrimination based on gender in the Coolie Sangha 
and that it is wrong to divide the Coolie organisation into women�s and men�s groups. 
However, the ground reality is that this argument is often used to shelf an urgent problem, by 
simply not making adequate arrangements to enable the participation of Coolie women. 
ADATS does not believe that the problems facing Coolie women are of a �secondary� nature 
and can wait till �other more pressing problems� are solved. On the other hand, all these 
pressing problems can be solved only through the united struggle of women and men. We 
realise that only with the full involvement of Coolie women from the very beginning can 
Coolie Sanghas be built. 
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ADATS will consciously create the special conditions required to make it easy for Coolie 
women to come forward and participate in building the structures, norms and nuances of the 
Coolie Sangha. 
The first step to effect this positive discrimination in favour of women has to start in the 
NGDO itself. Democracy, participation, openness and transparency are values that have to 
find place in the culture of the organisation and translated in a very visible manner in every-
day functioning. The conscious use of a gender bias free vernacular, flexible work timings, a 
supportive work environment specially with regard to children, and the lack of division be-
tween the personal and political have to be built into the NGDO. And finally, deliberate 
measures have to be taken to appoint women staff in senior positions. Only these and many 
more efforts based on a conscious sensitivity will create the proper milieu which will give 
confidence for Coolie women to come out. Otherwise they will find no reason to believe our 
sectarian and false sounding pro-woman utterances in an intrinsically chauvinistic and subtly 
anti-woman environment. 
ADATS has made a very serious investment in reshaping the attitudes of male staff and Coo-
lie Sangha functionaries by going very deeply into the roots of biases and stereotypes. As a 
result, women staff are beginning to find more support and encouragement. 
The same organisational culture will be created in the Gudibanda Extension Programme, real-
ising that this has to precede any work with Coolie women in the villages. 

10.10. SELECTION AND TRAINING OF VILLAGE HEALTH WORKERS 
Once the villages are selected and a rapport built with the Coolies, they will be encouraged to 
decide on who they want as their VHWs. This will be conscious decisions of theirs, fully un-
derstanding what the implications are. The Mahila Trainers will make sure that VHW selec-
tion is not reduced to a formality. The Coolies will realise that this is not merely a prerequi-
site to getting a health project initiated in their villages. 
Though their stipends will be paid by ADATS for the first 3 years, VHWs will not be staff 
members in the strict sense of the term. Instead they will be a cadre that ADATS will build 
up in the villages. 
Community health is an activity that Coolie women will rally around and will therefore be 
secondary to the other more political objective of strengthening them. But our experience in 
Bagepalli is that while fairly strong women�s groups are built, they often compromise them-
selves for lack of adequate technical skill in their professed field. This is the reason why sub-
ject matter Specialists (doctors, nurses, etc.) will be called in from time to time to technically 
support the VHWs. 
The Mahila Trainers will give training in basic health, hygiene, nutrition, ante and post natal 
care, simple curative skills and first aid to all the VHWs. VHWs will be sent to the CSI Hos-
pital at Chickballapur in pairs for practical exposure in dealing with difficult deliveries. The 
Mahila Trainers will spend separate time every fortnight, following up on health related prob-
lems that the VHWs come up with. They will also visit the villages on an every evening basis 
to help the VHWs. 
After their training and exposure, maternity kits will be procured and distributed to the 
VHWs. Thereafter, a small package of basic curative medicines, first aid material vitamins 
and other essential drugs will be supplied to the VHWs every month. 
All the newly selected VHWs will be taken on a 3 day tour to various major hospitals in Ban-
galore, Kolar, etc. and also to other places of interest. This is mainly in order to enhance a 
sense of the collective in them, and also to give them personal contacts in institutions where 
they will have to take referral patients from their CSUs. 
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The exclusive platform for Coolie women which ADATS will motivate the VHWs to build in 
their villages will be the Mahila Meetings. These will be formal village level meetings of 
woman from each Member Coolie household, held on fixed days every week. Men will not 
be present at these meetings (except for the VLW who can, on request, record the minutes of 
these meetings). Mahila Meetings will be platforms within the Coolie Sangha and there will 
be no separate registered body for Coolie women. 

10.11. VOKKAKU SANCHI DUDDU 
Once the Mahila Meetings start functioning properly and 5 women from a village have at-
tended the participatory training sessions, ADATS will help them set up a small, informal 
credit and saving scheme with initial grants of Rs 1,000 per Mahila Meeting. These will be 
called the Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu. Grants will once more be enhanced in the 2nd and 3rd years 
to 24 and 16 women�s groups, respectively. 
The main objective of the Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu is that Coolie women have access to quick 
and easy moneys to solve pressing problems like taking a sick child to the doctor, buying ra-
tions as soon as they arrive at the Fair Price Shops (for otherwise the shop keeper will cheat 
them and claim that there are no stocks left), and tiding over a thousand other small problems 
that institutionalised credit, even if it is village level and decentralised, just cannot solve. Not 
having a fund like this leads to all sorts of hardships for Coolie women, including being 
sexually exploited when she approaches a Ryot in an emergency. 
Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu grants of Rs 1,000 are given jointly to the VHW and elected woman 
CSU Representative. They keep Rs 500 each on their person and hand over small sums rang-
ing from Rs 25 to Rs 200 to whoever has a pressing emergency. They report on it�s usage � 
who they gave it to, whether the woman repaid according to her word, etc. There is abso-
lutely no male interference, and in the older CSUs at Bagepalli, there is a terrible stigma at-
tached to any man who tries to get at this money using his wife or mother. At Bagepalli 
VHWs and women CSU Representatives often approach a senior woman Staff and explain 
how they have �lost� a part of their Vokkaku Sanchi Duddu moneys � this could be to meet 
some genuine transaction costs of the Mahila Meeting, or lent to a woman for a purpose that 
she just cannot repay � and ADATS quietly replenishes the loss. We do not expect this to 
happen at Gudibanda for the next few years. 

10.12. SCHOOL CHECK-UPS, FOLLOW UP & ATTENDING TO EMERGENCIES 
During the 6th and 10th Quarters, at the commencement of the new school year, all the sup-
ported children will be given a basic health check up by Doctors and Nurses specially con-
tracted for the purpose. Follow up will be undertaken as per their advice. The Case Workers, 
Mahila Trainers, Balakendra Teachers and VHWs will all be involved in this exercise. 
Since ADATS has not conducted this activity for quite some years, we are unclear as to how 
much it could cost. We have therefore budgeted a discretionary amount for the purpose. This 
fund will also be used to attend to emergencies like accidents and render ambulance services 
to Coolie families from not just the 24, 40 and 60 villages in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd years, but from 
all the villages from the very start. In this manner, the Community Workers will use the activ-
ity to gain an acceptance with the total Coolie population in the Cluster, long before some of 
their villages are actually taken up under the programme. 

10.13. DECENTRALISED HEALTH GRANTS 
In the 3rd year, once at least 40 Mahila Meetings are properly set up and functioning, ADATS will 
release a Decentralised Health Budget to each Cluster, calculated at Rs 250 per Member Family. 
After they are transferred to the respective Cluster Bank Accounts, each Mahila Meeting will use 
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the fund to give referral assistance when patients are sent to Government Hospitals for treatment 
and cannot afford to fill in their prescriptions. 
These Decentralised Health Grants will not, for the time being, be used to pay VHW stipends or 
buy basic drugs for them every month. ADATS will continue to separately meet these expenses, 
conduct the School Check Ups, attend to Emergencies, etc. for quite some more years. 

10.14. COOLIE CREDIT FUNDS 
CCFs will be the alternate credit structures that ADATS will help each CSU to build. 
ADATS will give grants for the Member Coolies to run their respective CCFs. They will bor-
row moneys from their CCFs for petty productive, productive and consumption purposes, and 
repay on dates that they agree to at the time of taking the loans. 
The CCFs will have a double objective of: 

! Killing a fiscal indiscipline that has been deliberately inculcated in the poor by politi-
cians for electoral expediency and populist purposes, and 

! Weaning first time borrowers through a series of borrowing and lending so that they can 
develop entrepreneurial confidence. 

After some years, once the CCFs are properly established, we expect to find a disappearance 
of village Usury which comes in the following forms: 

! Jeetham 
the system of bonding a child or young man for daily food and about Rs 2- 3,000 a year 
� the capital hardly ever gets cleared and the family merely services the interest rate 
from generation to generation. 

! Bogyam 
the system by which a Coolie family mortgage their dry lands for a lump sum of money 
and permit the Ryot to cultivate it till the entire capital is repaid � this hardly ever hap-
pens and the Ryot eventually offers to �buy� off the land for an additional pittance � a 
form of mercy killing of Coolie assets. 

! Nagu 
the system by which Coolie cultivators borrow 1 bag of groundnut seed and repay 1.5 to 
1.75 bags after 6 months, at the end of the harvest. 

! Vaddi 
the more common system of borrowing moneys on interest which ranges from Re 1 per 
day for Rs 100, to a more reasonable 12% per month � Vaddi is normally not available 
to Coolie families since the money lenders do not consider them to be credit worthy.6 

In the 9th Quarter, once fairly mature and functioning Coolie Sanghas are built in the initial 
24 villages, Member Coolies at each CSU will elect their cheque signatories and open CCF 
bank accounts in the names of their respective CSUs. ADATS will give starter grants of Rs 
500 per membership strength for them to begin their alternate credit structure. 
The CCFs will operate on a No Loss Plan. In the event of a particular borrower not repaying 
a loan, all the remaining Member Coolies of the village will contribute to repay the CCF on 
her behalf and then make efforts to collect from the defaulter. 
The CCF will also operate on a No Gain basis. There will be no interest charged on loans. 
But, as per the Coolie Sangha guideline to Member Coolies, they will be asked to voluntarily 
contribute 10% of their loan amounts to their respective Sangha Funds (CSU Bank Ac-
counts). This "hidden cost" of the CCF could work out, for example, to an indirect interest 
rate of 20% for a 6 month crop loan, 10% for a 1 year trade loan, or 3.3% for a 3 year loan to 
rear sheep. 
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Those wishing to borrow from their CCFs will have to place their case before the CSU Meet-
ing, explain the need, utilisation plan and a realistic repayment date. There will be no stan-
dard or forced repayment date on CCF loans. Once the CSU Meeting approves the amount 
and repayment date, this decision will be placed in the Mahila Meeting which has a veto 
power over CCF decisions taken in CSU Meetings. 
There women will secretly deliberate and decide whether, in their opinion, the request is a 
sincere one, if it will increase the burden of women in the family, etc. The Mahila Trainer has 
a major role in ensuring that women�s decisions are neither perfunctory nor male dictated. 
Finally, the CCF decision has to be ratified by the Cluster Meet before the loan is given out. 
All CCF transactions will be through proper Bank accounts opened in the names of each vil-
lage level CCF as official branch accounts of the BAGEPALLI COOLIE SANGHA. ADATS will 
retain a cheque signatory control over these Bank accounts by nominating a person to sign 
cheques along with an elected CSU Representative. 
The Desk Assistant will maintain the CCF Account Books, Pass Books and Cheque Books at 
the Taluk headquarters where the Bank is situated and Member Coolies come most often. The 
Extension Workers will ensure that mutually agreed upon procedures and conditions are met. 
Though this is the primary responsibility of the Extension Workers, the VLWs, Community 
Workers and Area Field Workers will assist them in this regard. 
Once the systems get in place, ADATS will stop exercising control over the CCFs with a 
proven track record in proper utilisation and prompt repayment. Even the 2nd cheque signa-
tory will be an elected Member Coolie. ADATS' only contribution to the management of the 
CCFs will be the services of a Desk Worker deputised to the Gudibanda (taluk) Coolie 
Sangha to look after their book keeping and statutory requirements. This will happen in about 
the 6th year of the programme. 
The Extension Worker will constantly supply the Executive Assistant with updates on the 
utilisation and repayment patterns of the CCF. 

11 REPORTING 

11.1 QUARTERLY FINANCE STATEMENTS 
A. SEPARATE BOOKS OF ACCOUNTS 
ADATS will maintain a separate Bank Account and a separate Set of Books (Cash Book, 
Ledger and Subsidiary Ledgers) for the Gudibanda Extension Programme. 
B. QUARTERLY FINANCE STATEMENTS 
ADATS will submit quarterly Finance Statements for the periods ending June, September, 
December and March. These will reflect the sanctioned budget items, amounts spent, varia-
tions (if any) and reasons. 
C. AUDITED ACCOUNTS & ADATS CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS 
At the end of every financial year ADATS will submit annual Audited Accounts certified by 
a Chartered Accountant. These will include an Audit Report, Balance Sheet, Income & Ex-
penditure statement, and Receipts & Payments statement. 
Additionally, ADATS will submit the consolidated annual audited accounts every year, to 
share the total financial information of the NGDO. 
D. SCNZ RESPONSES TO THE FINANCE STATEMENTS 
Finance Statements and Progress Reports will reach SCNZ, within 30 days from the end of 
the reporting period. SCNZ will comment on variations and make suggestions for readjusting 
the operational budget for the subsequent Quarter, within the year�s agreed upon total.  
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E. TRANSFER OF FUNDS 
Funds will be transferred once in 6 months, in the months of April and October, in accor-
dance to a transfer schedule that ADATS and SCNZ will agree upon. Remittances will, as per 
the Foreign Contributions (Regulation) Act, 1976, be received into Account No: 3314 with 
Canara Bank, Bagepalli branch. 

11.2. 6 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS TO SCNZ 
The Gudibanda Staff will together prepare critical and reflective narrative reports once every 
6 months, for the periods ending March and September. Following the established style and 
practice at ADATS, the Project Director will ensure that these are not perfunctory exercises 
performed to fulfil a contractual obligation. He will coordinate the exercise with an empha-
sise on process documentation. Along with quarterly Finance Statements, these half yearly 
Progress Reports will serve to keep SCNZ, as well as our friends and partners, abreast with 
developments at Gudibanda, in a totally open and transparent manner. 

11.3. 6 MONTHLY NEWSLETTERS TO SPONSORS 
The Projects Assistant (Fund Raising) will, in consultation with SCNZ, prepare half yearly 
Newsletters for the Sponsors in the months of April and October, to reach SCNZ within 1 
month. Staff will contribute with ideas and information. The Newsletters will be printed and 
distributed to the Sponsors by SCNZ. 
These single sheet 2 page communications, accompanied with illustrative photographs will, 
over a period of time, attempt to not just communicate what is happening at the programme, 
but also contribute to the development education of Sponsors. They will be gradually encour-
aged to develop a socio-cultural and economic understanding of the rural reality in this semi-
arid drought prone region of India. 

11.4. ANNUAL REPORTS TO SPONSORS 
Once every year, at the beginning of the school year in July, the Desk Worker (Sponsorship) 
will prepare individual Annual Reports for each Sponsor. Each Annual Report will contain a 
paragraph on the linked Child and Family, another on children in the Balakendra/School, and 
the third on significant developments in the Community (CSU). These Annual Reports will 
be sent in bulk to SCNZ, in the month of August every year. There will be no other direct 
Child-Sponsor communication. 

11.5. SPONSOR QUERIES 
Queries from Sponsors will be accepted by SCNZ, from where they will be routed to ADATS 
as necessary. The Desk Worker (Sponsorship) will obtain the required information or clarifi-
cation through the Case Workers, and respond to SCNZ, for relaying to the Sponsors. Queries 
aimed at promoting development education amongst the Sponsors will be especially wel-
comed. 
ADATS encourages pre-arranged Sponsor visits since these will contribute to cross cultural 
understanding. 

12. MONITORING & EVALUATION 

12.1. MONITORING BY THE GUDIBANDA STAFF 
The Gudibanda Extension Programme will be self-monitored by the Staff Meetings and vari-
ous fora of the emerging Coolie Sangha in the taluk. 
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The practice of writing critical and reflective Progress Reports will automatically instil the 
habit of �quiet and unsparing reflection�. 
Additionally, the ADATS Core Group will have management responsibility which also in-
cludes monitoring on a continuous basis. 

12.2. MONITORING BY SCNZ 
In an attempt to enhance accountability, SCNZ will request an experienced outsider from the 
SCNZ family to monitor the programme through quarterly visits. ADATS welcomes this 
suggestion since it will contribute to enhancing our credibility with the outside world, and 
also bring in an expertise which we could well utilise. SCNZ Staff will visit the programme 
at least once a year, preferably in the last Quarter of every year in order to finalise Plans & 
Budgets for the subsequent year. 

12.3. EVALUATION 
Towards the end of this 1st 3 year phase the Gudibanda Extension Programme will be  evalu-
ated. This is likely to be an internal exercise accompanied by an external Evaluator. The ex-
ercise will be aimed at improving managerial and analytical ability (and thereby perform-
ance) of the Staff. It will also try to establish progress made towards achieving the Long 
Term and Short Term Objectives spelt out in this document. 
It will be a participative exercise with the active involvement of benefiting Coolie families 
and children. The Staff Meetings will, during the 1st year, elicit key indicators which will be 
used as focal points during the Evaluation. 
Evaluation will also try to address 2 broader (global) questions: 

! Whether the use of Sponsorship for funding this Model has had special benefits for the 
Coolie Families as well as linked Sponsors (in terms of development education). 

! Mutual advantage (material as well as non-material) obtained by ADATS, Coolie 
Sangha, and SCNZ. 
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